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Red Letter Day—Former

Walter Wyman Emphasizes the Point At the Financial Reports Show Net City Debt of $393,390-Standing of the
Funds—Some Interesting Notes
Institutions Banquet In Portland

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Rockland Man President
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1874 the Courier was estab__
, ,
_
_
,
1 ished and consolidated with the Gazette
The Webster Trust Company of
A large group of Knox County
In 1882. The Free Press was established • Wphster Ornve Missouri rioriicutorl
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to weD6tpr urove’ Missouri, dedicated | bank officials motored to Portland
the Tribune. These papers consolidated its handsome new home last Satur- |
... j
March 17. 1897.
• ,
, • .
Wednesday to attend a meeting in.
In 1846.

Rockland's net city debt is $393,- j School Supervision: Expended, $1,Wyman represent four of the five
390 09, according to the annual report ’ 650.
voting trustees.
Mr. Pierce, director of the Fi of City Treasurer Charles H. Morey, I School Office Expense and Insurnancial Institutions declared that thc just submitted. The assets include I ance: Expended, $1,842.26.
—----- —— day, and the event carries loeol inter- 1
, .
.
.
........
. ,
.. .
... Hotel Eastland of members of the paramount consideration of the $32 971.97, listed as "due from the; State Road Patrol: Expended,
K
... » » ...... „. „ est for the reason that the president |
Financial Institutions Group of banking group was the safeguarding State;” and $95,349.32 on uncollected $121.20; balance unexpended, $143.80.
..
* can '*■
this fine institution is a former 'j Maine. The attendance of 200 rep of the funds entrusted to it. The taxes, unredeemed tax titles, etc., of Water Supply: Expended, $590.46;
•*
He that „„„
can have patience
* have what he wlll.-BenJamln
Rockland man Edwin S. Healey.
years. The amount due on unexpended balance, $71.27.
resented 18 member banks through utilization of these assets for the preceding
Physical Education: Expended,
— Franklin.
.»
We have received copies of the
business development of the com 1930 taxes, less overlay, is $100,322.49.
munity and a reasonable profit for The other assets are of lesser inter $2120; unexpended balance, $880.55.
Webster News-Times, published in out the State.
Equipment: Expended, $5,218.90;
Walter S. Wyman, president of the
shareholders also were advanced est to the general public. The liabili
advance of the opening, and show- Fidelity Trust Company and vice the
ties total $581,343.62, the larger items overdrawn balance, $318.90.
as
the
two
remaining
purposes
of
SAW SOME METEORS
‘ ing a Pjcture of the new quarters. president of the Augusta Trust Com this organization.
Summary: Appropriations and re
being $334,850, outstanding bonds;
ceipts, $328,775.94;
expenditures,
The paper's leading editorial thus re pany. who was the principal speaker,
and
$139,000
temporary
loans.
Chain
banking,
he
said,
does
not
Editrr of The Courier-Gazette:—
ferred to the event:
The
year's
expenses
are
shown
m
|
$331,541.15.
traced
the
history
of
the
Financial
control
the
business
of
the
commun

It is too bad the Rockland married
"Tomorrow, the Webster Grovps
laay didn't see any of the meteors, i Trust Company will have the open- Institutions group from its organiza ity, and unless banking chains afford the standing of the funds, which The annual report of Benjamin B.
in 1913 with the acquisition of reasonable credit facilities for those follows:
saw three Saturday morning, all faint ing of their new bank home, an j tion
commissioner of public works,
the Pirst National Bank of Augusta fairly entitled to them, public senti
Board of Health: Expended $197.25; Bisbee,
ones. I began to watch at ten o’clock CV4I11VC
shows these footings: Labor on roads,
edifice the whole community can , lts present development.
ment
would
demand
the
establish

unexpended balance, $202.75.
Friday night and kept it up until \ point to with pride We jOin most
sidewalks, $5,134.62; sew
To help legitimate business enter ment of other banks, the speaker de
City Lighting: Expended. $15,676.47; $42,744.52;
n the morning. Yesterday I heartily in congratulations to Presi prises to expand and to assist smaller clared,
ers, 802.74; public landing. $650.23;
adding
that
men
worthy
of
unexpended balance, $363.78.
saw one and this morning I saw four. dent E. S. Healey and his splendid offi
snow. $2,023.36; total, $51,Common Schools: Expended, $44,- removing
One of them was a beauty, a regular cers and board of directors in their banks in their operations are the credit could always obtain it else
355.57. Some of the larger items in
sky-rocket, and two of the others success and accomplishment ... a fit two guiding purposes of the banking where and that the present success 791.25: unexpended balance, $579.94. the highway department were:
Contingent Fund: Expended, $11,were bright. The show seems to be ting monument to 33 years of safe institutions, said Mr. Wyman, who ful operation of the banking group
decried the “spasmodic attacks” in this State is irrefutable proof that 889.27; overdrawn balance, $1257.27. Brooks, $5,372; ashes, $4,683; culverts,
continuing all the week.
$3782; garage, gas and oil, $4888;
and conservative banking.
made
upon
the
banking
institution
as
the
plan
has
found
a
“
warm
and
in

Election and Registration: Expend Ford
William Hosmer.
trucks, $3666; crushed rock,
“This will be the third event of ‘radical and found wanting in every viting niche” here.
ed.
$2125.40;
overdrawn
balance,
Camden.
2323. The heaviest sidewalk item was
this kind for Webster Groves Trust particular when closely scrutinized.”
The Financial Groups, Inc., con $625.40.
the work done on Broadway—
Company, the first being in 1910
'I have a great deal of sympathy trol 18 percent of the total bank
Fire Department: Expended, $8,- for
Venisor specials at The Park Street when the first bank of Webster
$816.17.
Cafe and Sea Grill during the sea Groves was opened at Gore and for the fellow who has to borrow resources of the State, according to 405.34; unexpended balance, $31.05.
City Marshal Almon P. Richardson
money,” Mr. Wyman said. "Too long this speaker, who added that in addi
son.—
138-140
Pacific avenues, the present location we have watched outside capital tion it also controlled 15 percent of Fire Alarm: Expended, $301.21; reported 111 arrests, including 68 for
overdrawn
balance,
$1.21.
of Yaeger Brothers, with a capital come into the State to support Maine the banking capital of the State.
intoxication; arid receipts amounting
Free Text Books: Expended, $3,- to $1402. Robert A. Webster, who
stock of $25,000. This bank was institutions. I know that business
The marshalling of Maine assets 213.45.
served as city marshal from Nov. 1,
called the “Bank of Webster Groves” enterprises have suffered materially for Maine borrowers keeps Maine
Highway Department: Expended, 1929 to Jan. 7 (present administra
the name being changed later to from the lack of anyone to investi capital within the State, Mr. Pierce
$46,458
84;
overdrawn
balance,
$6tion) reported 17 arrests, and receipts
“The Webster Groves Trust Com gate their affairs to determine their pointed out. He also advanced four
360.29.
pany.”
amounting to $260.
financial status. This is ona of the specific reasons why the Financial
High
School:
Expended,
$28,035.13;
T. E. McInnis, tax collector, report
I “In 1908 ground was acquired on things that the Financial Institutions Institutions, Inc., is proving a “boon”
ed having collected $233,617 on the
the east side of Gore avenue (the can accomplish in this State. Our to the State of Maine. First, main unexpended balance, $309.
School
Conveyance:
Expended,
1930 commitment. Tlie uncollected
present location) and their second organization today is a $85,000,000 tenance of adequate l^ireaus for in
opening was held in 1909. In 1930 the one, and we are gradually reaching vestigation of securities analysis of $312.50; unexpended balance, $90.75. taxes total $166,022, including $100,Insurance:
No
expenditure
report

972 on the present commitment.
i corner lot was purchased, making it that position where any Maine insti companies outside the State: second,
City Clerk.E. R. Keene's total re
possible for the enlargement of the tution or project can look to us for purchase of securities in larger bloc; ed: unexpended balance, $201.88.
Interest: Expended, $24,487.39; un ceipts were $2708, the largest item
building, and their final opening to the financial support necessary to and at better prices; third, inter
being $1070 from hunting and fishing
be held Saturday is the result, with bring about its widest development.” change of information; and finally, expended balance. $512.61.
Industrial Education: Expended
a capital stock of $280,000 .
Guy P. Gannett, president of the specialized trust service of which the $4,037.47; unexpended balance, $52.23. licenses. The dog licenses totalled
$446.
I
“Five of the original stockholders, Financial Institutions, Inc., who pre Financial Group handles more than
Memoria 1 Day Fund: Expended,
City Solicitor E. W. Pike reported
L. R. Blackmer, A. R. Deacon, Edw sided over the dinner meeting and 75 percent of the entire State's trust
$256.76; overdrawn balance, $6.75.
having given attention to a wide
5. Hart, Charles L. Martin and I-Ienry the several afternoon sessions pre business.
Medical Inspection: Expended, $600 range of legal affairs, including pro
Prehn, have passed away, and in ceding the dinner, addressed the
At the afternoon session in Hotel
Mothers' Aid: Expended, $2,133; fessional services incidental to the
most cases their interests are now gathering briefly, declaring that Eastland George H. Weeks, vice
water company's petition for an in
held by some member of their fam optimism and enthusiasm looms as president of the Fidelity Trust Com unexpended balance, $367.50.
Notes Payable: Expended. $10,000. crease of rates. A great deal of time
ilies. C. E. King, secretary, has been the only effective remedy during the pany read a paper on Practical
National Guard: Expended $799.69; lias beon devoted to back taxes and
with the Trust Company since May present depression.
Banking, followed by similar treatises overdrawn balance, $299.99.
many cases are now pending for the
6. 1907, and he still has that friendly
Mr. Wyman denied Samuel Insull’s by Homer E. Robinson, president of
Pauper Fund: Expended $17,195.27; enforcement of liens for the 1929
erecting and cheerful smile of old. alleged interest in Financial Institu the Rockland National Bank; and
overdrawn balance, $2,115.39.
taxes. No suits are pending against
When you enter the bank and pass tions. at the same time paying tribute others.
Police Fund: Expended, $5,119.36; the city.
before his desk you feel at home and to his long and friendly associations
The banking representatives from overdrawn balance, $837.26.
No outstanding epidemics figure in
welcome.” •
with the Insull organization.
Knox County who attended .this
Public Library: Expended, $7000.
the annual report of Dr. James Kent,
“I want to say to you.” he declared meeting were:
Permanent Improvements: Ex public health officer. Three cases
to the bankers, “that while I am
Homer E. Robinson, C. M. Kalloch, pended, $20,669.60; overdrawn bal of infantile paralysis caused some
fadndtl
proud to be connected with Samuel M. R. Pillsbury, Earle McIntosh, ance. $34.21.
agitation but was the usual number.
UmldUatd
“GOD’S
Insull and hls organization and am Adriel U. Bird, W. O. Fuller, J. A
Public Landing: Expended. $650.23; About one complaint a day is made
Corpontion
not ashamed of anything that he has Jameson. G. A. Lawrence. Morris B. unexpended balance, $49.77.
FIRST QUESTION”
as to unsanitary conditions and pub
O
fifleast
ever done in Maine, he has not the Perry, G. L. St. Clair, Joseph W.
Repairs on Schoolhouses: Expend
Pratt Memorial
slightest interest in the Financial In Robinson, G. B. Butler, Henry B. ed, $5,164.62; unexpended balance, lic nuisances. The majority have
been remedied. About 500 food
stitutions. Inc., and does not own a Bird, R. Anson Crie, Joseph Emery $1,156.32.
You’ll Get the
Methodist Church
handlers' certificates have been
share of stock in this company and, and W. D. Talbot, Rockland; Elmer
SUNDAY
NIGHT
Removing
Snow:
Expended,
$2,Issued.
Kick of a Life
moreover, probably never will!”
C. Joyce, Camden: Harold S. Davis, 033.36: unexpended balance, $313.19.
at 7.15
The trustees of the public library
Mr. Wyman said that the stock of Rockport; Levi Seavey, R. E. Dunn,
time from
Choir: “O Lord at Evening Time,”
Repairs on Public Buildings: Ex express appreciation of an increased
this
^organization
and
its
voting
trust
E.
A.
Morse,
Frank
D.
Elliot
and
R.
—
Price
pended, $3,309.33; overdrawn balance. appropriation which enabled neces
Harold Lloyd’s
■ certificates are owned almost entirely O. Elliot, Thomaston; G. W. Walker, $805.33.
Mrs. Harvey’s Orchesrta
sary repairs. Four hundred volumes
i in Maine. Mr. Gannett, Leonard A. Warren, and John H. Williams,
Gaspy New
“Sweet Memories,” —Beyer
Red Cross: Expended, $1400.
in the Finnish language were pre
Pierce.
Spaulding
Bisbee
and
Mr.
Union.
—
Press
Herald.
Gospel
Duet:
Miss
Thelma
Stanley,
Sewer Fund: Expended, $827.74; sented by the Finnish Library Asso
Thriller!
Mr. Kenderdine
unexpended balance, $2,596.13.
ciation of Knox County. Mrs. Hugh
PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED
Salary Fund: Expended, $40.- A. Bain of Riverside, Calif. , is
BIG LIQUOR SEIZURE
452.81; unexpended balance, $1,547.69. thanked for the loan of a superb
Sidewalk Fund: Expended. $5,134.- model of the famous clipper ship Red
62; unexpended balance, $977.42.
Jacket, and several gifts are ac
Barges Captured By Coast Guard Were In This Harbor School Supply Fund: Expended, knowledged. The attendance shows
$6,727.97.
an increase over 1929.

W

The place for your
valuable papers
A safe deposit box at this bank affords the
safety that your valuable papers, jewelry,
and trinkets should have. And in addition
to safety the advantage of privacy is
worthwhile at many times. For $3.00 a
year you can enjoy the protection of a safe
deposit box at this bank. Come in and
let one of our officers show you our vault
and explain the advantages that a safe de
posit box offers. No obligation dther than
a few moments of your time when con
venient.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
Service

Safety

A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Financial Institutions, Inc. Is a Maine corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banks having total resources of more
than $86,000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Institutions, Inc. is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
ln banking and financial operation.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
When He Was Sixty-Eve
He paid his last annual premium on a Twenty Payment
Life Insurance Policy. He was then beyond the Insurable
age, but he wanted to still keep putting by the $96.00 per
year that his Life Insurance had cost him, so he commenced
to deposit $8.00 per month with the Rockland Loan & Build
ing Association. That v js in May, 1924, and he now has a
deposit of $747.04. This man is in excellent health and
confidently expects to continue his payments another six
years and then receive $1600.00. These facts, perhaps will
not appeal to younger men, but they may attract the at
tention of those beyond the insurable age who are still in
the game, and show them that this Institution can be of
service to them as well as to the young or middle aged.

MONDAY, TUESDAY
AND WEDNESDAY

SPECIAL SCHOOL CHILDREN'S
MATINEE, TUESDAY AT 4 P. M.
Admission 10 Cents
A Publix Theatre

Rockland Loan & Building Association

DANCE

Temple Hall
Thursday Evg., Nov. 27
Dean’s Orchestra

At the Sion of
-th National Bank;
! North

North tf
National
Bank sV

Shows at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Saturday Continuous

Tickets 50 Cents

140-141

Liquor valued at about $10.0000
was in the hands of government
agents yesterday.
The barges, the Edith and the
Eagle Hill, and the ocean going tug
Murrell of New York, were captured
by the coast guard patrol boat Jackson off the Maine coast Wednesday
and ’taken to Boston last night.
Nineteen men, the crews of the tug

THANKFUL
FOR GROWTH

On this another Thanksgiving season, we extend
our greetings to our customers and friends, and
thank them for their liberal patronage which has

greatly helped this Bank to grow and become more
useful to the people.

CHRISTMAS CLUB
Final payments on the 1930
Club must be made by Nov
ember 29 to receive interest.

140-141

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

The 1931 Club starts
December 8
4% Interest Paid

Motorists, Attention!
I have taken over the

THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
THOMASTON, MAINE
140-141

Auto Repair Shop
of the
LEWISTON BUICK CO., PARK STREET

And will maintain a Complete Automobile Repair
Service for All Makes of Cars—Buick Service, of
Course, Especially

G EN E RAL ® E LECTRIC

FILL IL1.VCE RADIO
Represented in Rockland by the

I have been in this shop ten years

Prompt Complete Service

Very Reasonable Prices

BARRETT R. COTTON

The Thanksgiving message was
yesterday brought to the Rotary Club
by Rev. Mr. Campbell of the Chest
nut Street Baptist Church of Cam
den who touched upon the high
lights of 1930 stressing many things
for which we may be thankful as in
dividuals and as a nation. Visiting
Rotarians were George W. Robinson
of St. Paul, Minn., and Col. E. A.
Robbins and Marcus Chandler of
Camden. Mr. Robinson is a Thomas
ton boy who ha» met with marked
success ln his business activities in
the West, and was warmly welcomed.
C. W. Proctor was a guest.

ARMY’S TAG DAY

Auspices Chapin Class

(or Thanksgiving Night)

137Stf

Several Days—Loaded At Stonington

Music Store
Arrange for home demonstration

and barges, were taken into custody
of custom officials.
The Jackson encountered the Mur
rell with her two barges in tow eight
hours out of Rockland. They had
cleared for New York.
The suspicions of Boatswain Mich
ael J. Bruce, skipper of the Jackson,
were first aroused when he noticed
numerous small speedboats hovering
about the barges. At intervals these
speedboats scurried off shoreward to
disappear in small inlets along the
Maine coast.
Bruce stood by with the patrol
boat for a time, but the activity of
the small craft did not abate. He
ordered the Murrell hove to and sent
out a boarding party. The crews of
the tug and barges offered no re
sistance.
All day Thursday the youthful
commander of the Jackson “rode
herd” on the three captured vessels
as he convoyed them down the coast.
No chance was left open for the
crews of the vessels to slip their tow
ing cables or to jettison their alleged
illicit cargoes.
The Jackson, a 125 footer, is a
member of the regular off-shore
patrol.
The source of the huge quantity of
liquor represented one of the most
interesting and mysterious angles in
the memory of government agents.
So large an amount could only mean,
it was felt the accumulation of a
long period of liquor running by
small craft or the cargo of a large
vessel.
Transportation of large quantities
of liquor in a single operation in
coastal waters, it was also pointed
out, is ebntrary to rum running cus
tom, which does not favor carrying
“all the eggs in one basket."
The two large barges and their
convoy were anchored in Rockland
harbor the early part of the week,
awaiting change of weather. Both
barges were granite laden, one cargo
being from Stonington and one from
Somes Sound.

VENISON
In Season
Choice Cuts

Properly Prepared

Park Street Cafe
and Sea Grill
MANLEY T. PERRY, Prop.

- --- ---------

Salvationists Making a Last
Ditch h ight 1 o Raise Their
Budget
A “tag day" is planned for today by
The Salvation Army, if the weather
is fair. The house to house canvass
is nearly completed. Several of the
shops and stores have also taken
collections among their employes,
but there are always some who do not
have an opportunity to give. Then
there are others who will be glad to
contribute a little more, seeing that
the Army Ls so far from its quota of
$2000.
Only $830 has been raised to date.
There are many who have promised
to help but so far have not sent In
their contributions. The Army work
ers are anxious to have these friends
respond as soon as possible so that
they may have more time for their
other work. They have called at
every office, store and home ln the
city in less than two weeks for dona
tions.
A report will be made of the
amount raised on tag day. It ls
hoped that many will come to the aid
of this campaign and that it may
turn out better than it looks now.
There will be a constant demand for
relief work this winter but without
sufficient funds the Army's wofk will
be crippled.

Victor radio — a musical Instru
ment, not a machine. Why not en
joy music when you listen to radio?
Maine Music Store—adv.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my llfe again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes ls a
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
MY PLAYMATES

The wind comes whispering to me of the
country green and cool—
Of redwing blackbirds chattering be
side a reedy pool;
It brings me soothing fancies of the
homestead on the hill,
And I hear the thrush’s evening song
and the robin's morning thrill;
So I fall to thinking tenderly of those
I used to know
Where the sassafras and snakeroot and
checkerberrles grow.

What has become of Ezra Marsh, who
lived on Baker’s hill?
And what's become of Noble Pratt, whose
father kept the mill?
And what's become of Lizzie Crum and
Anastasia Snell,
And of Roxie Root, who 'tended school
ln Boston for a spell?
They were the boys and thev the girls
who shared my youthful play—
They do not answer to my call! My
playmates—where are they?

“MAINE POR ME!"
So Writes Ernest C. Davis,
After Mingling With Won

ders of California

On the eve of their departure for
has become of Levi and hls little
home Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis What brother
Joe.
encountered the first rainstorm Who lived next door to where we lived
some forty years ago?
which had marked their transconti
to see the Newton boys and
nental journey. "Just think what a I’d like
Quincy Adams Brown,
trip!” exclaims Ernest who is so full And Hepsy Hall and Ella Cowles, who
spelled the whole school down!
of his subject that he promises to tell
Oracle Smith, the Cutler boys,
The Courier-Gazette all about it. And Leander
Snow, and all
And speaking of The Courier-Gazette Who I am sure would answer could they
only hear my call!
reminds Ernest that he has been
traveling so rapidly that no copy of I’d like to see BUI Warner and the
it has overtaken him yet.
Conkey boys again
“The things we have seen and done And talk about the times we used to
wish that we were men!
would fill a big book,” writes Mr. And one
—I shall not name her—could
Davis. “Maine for me as a regular
I see her gentle face
And
hear
her girlish treble ln this dis
diet," he adds, “but for sightseeing
tant. lonely place!
duck shooting and sheep tagging— The flowers
and hopes of springtime—
California. The weather here Is all
they perished long ago.
And
the
garden
where thev blossomed Is
right for a Californian, but Maine
weather for me. We have every i
whlte wlth wlnter snow
kind, and the best water In the world \ Ocottage 'neath the maples, have you
at Mirror Lake. We have many drv
'I?®11 those K|rls and hoys
rivers nut here hut net »
a llttle while ago made, oh!
riters out here, but not as many del
dry That but
such pleasant noise?
men.”
o trees, ana hills, and brook,, and lanes,
t

_______________

and meadows

do you know

A Hudson convertible coupe, late ^"Vrty'feam"^™
'r'elKU °‘
1929. Price right. Reason for sell- You see I'm old and weary, and I’ve
ing, going South for the winter. .
travelled long and far;
Charles H. Berry, Tel. 897-W.
1 am 'XlS’tSy'arc! “‘yn'a
wonder
138-140

1

—Eugene Field,

i
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Rockland. Me.. Nov. 22. 1930
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie,
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Nov. 20 1930. there was printed a total
of 6258 copies.
W. H. BUTLER,
1
Notary Public.

And all things, whatsoever y« shall
ask in prayer, believing, ye shall re
ceive.—Matt. 21:22.

j
I

cz
.

Each year has seen increasing in
terest in the Thanksgiving donation
day at the Home for Aged Women.
There is likely to be no diminuation
in that interest the present occasion,
which is set for next Tuesday, when
thc home will be open to visitors
whom its occupants will warmly wel
come.

Planes, Pilots

H
•

Passengers |

• ♦ ♦ *

Captain William H. WinesDaw is ir
New York on business. The island
run meantime is being handled by
Stanley Boynton, who won his trans
port license this week.
» • * *
Bernard Skinner, parachute artist,
Is here, ready for his big jump to
morrow. Thc world's record is all
he is after.

SAUER KRAUT

Thanksgiving Dinner

■o

SUGGESTIONS
'

'l -V

■ •

•

t

S'

He Sale Starts Monday Morning
AMONG THE REASONS TO BE THANKFUL THIS YEAR IS THE LOW
PRICE AT WHICH YOU WILL BE ABLE TO BUY YOUR TABLE NEEDS
FOR THE FAMILY FEAST. AS USUAL WE SHALL HAVE A MOST COM
PLETE STOCK OF FINE FOODS FOR YOUR INSPECTION AND SELEC
TION. TURKEYS THIS YEAR ARE EXTRA GOOD IN QUALITY, WHILE
THE PRICE IS EVEN LOWER THAN LAST YEAR. NATIVE BIRDS THIS
YEAR INCLUDE A FINE SELECTION OB TURKEYS, CHICKENS AND
GEESE, WITH CAPONS AS AN UNUSUAL FEATURE IT IS SELDOM YOU
WILL FIND SUCH A COMPLETE DISPLAY OF HOLIDAY FOODS AS WE
ARE ABLE TO OFFER.

IT

IS A GOOD PLAN TO SHOP EARLY
LITTLE PIG

FANtY FRESH

TURKEYS

PORK

lb

TO
ROAST
lb

NATIVE SPECIALS

HOLIDAY NEEDS

lb 42c
TURKEYS
lb 33c
GEESE
lb 35c
CHICKENS
NATIVE CAPONS
lb 39c
BUTTER

Fancy Suet for your pudding
CROP
CITRON LATEST
IN PIECES TO SUIT
WALNUTS SWEET NEW CROP
MIXED NUTS ALL FANCY NEW NUTS
ORANGE or LEMON PEEL
LARGE LOAF
FRUIT CAKE
PICKLES AND OLIVES
SWEET MIXED
QUART JAR 39c
QUART JAR 45c
SWEET CUCUMBER
QUART JAR 35c
SOUR CUCUMBER
QUART JAR 35c
DILL PICKLES
QUART JAR 39C
PLAIN OLIVES
QUART JAR 69C
STUFFED OLIVES

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL BIRDS

AT THE LOWEST PRICE EVER!

FANCY TUB FRESH DAILY ARRIVALS lb
Cloverbloom quarter pound cuts•
lb
BROOKFIELD QUARTER POUND CUTS lb
HOLLAND ROLL TWO POUND ROLLS EACH

FRUIT and VEGETABLES
CRANBERRIES,
CELERY,
GRAPEFRUIT,
FLORIDA ORANGES,
NAVEL ORANGES,
TANGERINES,
LEMONS,
EATING APPLES,
COCOANUTS,
CHESTNUTS,
SWEET POTATOES,
PARSLEY,
ONIONS,
SOUR KROUT,
CUCUMBERS,
SWEET PEPPERS,
FANCY GRAPES,

39c
43c
43c
99c

MANY GOOD DRINKS

SPECIALTIES

Mrs. Thurlow’s
Served from 12 to 2.30
tf convenient, pleas? telephone "40"
for reservations

' 141

2 bots.
bottle
bottle
bottle

ORANGE CRUSH,
ORCHARD ALE,
TOM COLLINS,
GRAPEJUICE,

Popular Brands

WALNUT MEATS,
lb.
HEINZ PUDDINGS,
each
HOME MADE PLUM PUDDING, ea.
FIG BARS,
2 lb.

.19
.15
.19
.25

FANCY SWEET NATIVE

CIDER

to please everyone. If you don’t
believe it, try one keg put up in

2/l gal- kegs $2.50
4 gal. kegs $3.00
EDWIN A. DEAN

140S143

1.99
.29
.29
.15
.18
.25

C & C GINGER ALE
2 bottles 19c

ED. DEAN of The Highlands lias
been 47 vears Struggling making

Telephone 671-J
ROCKLAND, ME.

gal. jug
2 hots.
2 hots.
bottle
bottle
2 bots.

ORANGEADE,
CLIQUOT PALE,
CLIQUOT GOLDEN,
CLIQUOT SEC,
CANADA DRY,
MOXIE,

HONEY IN COMB,
STRAINED HONEY, jar .10, .15,
CREAM-CHEESE,
lb.
VELVEETA CHEESE,
pkg.
SAGE CHEESE,
lb.
YOUNG AMERICAN CHEESE, lb.
ROQUEFORT CHEESE,
lb.
BULK DATES,
2 lbs.
PITTED DATES,
pkg.
STUFFED DATES,
pkg.
CLUSTER RAISINS,
pkg.
FIGS, many kinds,
pkg. .18,
CIGARETTES,
carton

SAUER KRAUT

AT

$1.25 per plate
140

f:::- ;
•

—and—

Harry Small has returned and
WHEN IN NEW YORK You con buy
opened his barber shop in Hotel copies of Thc Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Hotaling’s agency, 308
Rockland.—adv.
138*140 West 40th St.

EAT YOUR

•=

•

That Colby College is to remain in J
—
<5. |
Waterville is apparently a settled' $♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦**♦♦♦*♦♦+*♦+♦♦♦
thing, if we may judge by this action ' Airplanes were not equipped with
of the trustees, who unanimously self-starters in the early days of
, ..
,
, ,
. ,
1 aviation because of the necessity of
record themselves as determined that elimlnatlng every ounce of unessenthere shall be no removal to other tial weight. In order to start the
regions. This is a matter that has ' engine it was necessary to turn it
been much under discussion since Mr. i ovtr
hai}d' mucb as?anKaUt°m°h‘'t
„
„
I was formerly cranked by hand. This
Gannett offered to give the college is termed -pulling her through” and ,
his splendid estate in Augusta, and to is usually performed by "two men—
this has laWly been added a rumor i a pilot in the cockpit and a mechanic
the source of which has not been dis- at thf? Pr°Pel’or' ™is * a da"g/r^S
,
,
_
i praetice at best but unless the meclesed. thfel Cyrus H K. Cutris had chanic
----- ■knows
------- with certainty
—------ —
v.-...
whether
offered to donate a million and a the ignition is on or off it is about
half dollari to the College if it would as safe as looking for a leaky gas jet
the dark with a lighted match.
remove to Camden. President John inTherefore
a standard procedure
son adds to the public announce was developed and is always followed
in this mode of starting airplane
ment:
"The action of the board of trustees suR'hes. Since the surest way to pre
today brings the solution of an ex- vent the engine from running is to
tremely difficult problem. Happily switch off the ignition, the mechanic,
the heat that has developed among t0 make certain it will not start unsome of the alumni and friends of i expectedly, asks the pilot, "switch
the college over the question of a
The P«ot assures himself that
change of location has not extended
’s before replying, "switch off.
to the members of the board who. | The mechanic then asks, gas on?
while differing in their opinions, have and the pilot pushes the throttle forbeen actuated solely by their desire ward as he replies gas on. In ord£r
to promote the best interests of the to fill the cylinders with gas the
college. That the final action was propallor is now pulled through sev
reached with unanimity gives assur eral revolutions and brought to a
ance that the prograta of develop position where by pulling it down
ment will be carried out. With all just a few inches farther the engine
controversial factors happily re will pass a firing point. The me
moved. it now becomes our task to chanic then steps back clear of the
capitalize the loyalty and good will "prop" and calls out "contact." The
of our friends, confident that what pilot closes the switch, calls back
must be done, can and will be ac "contact," and the mechanic hesi
tates just long enough to be sure the
complished."
engine does not start of its own ac
before he places his hands on
Speaking at thc Maine dinner of cord
the propeller blade, throws one leg
the New England Council in Boston up in front of himself, and with the
Gov. Gardiner urged business men downward swing of his leg, pulls down
to interest themselves more in poli on the "prop" and jumps backward.
If the engine functions properly it
tics. If more business men did so begins firing: if not. the procedure is
there would be a marked improve repeated.
This hand starting method is still
ment in the administrations of public
affairs, the Governor said. The Gov employed today but only on small
planes or old ones still in use. Most
ernor is right. If business men de modern ones are equipped with self
cline to take this responsibility, and starter, inertia starter, or geared
increasingly withdraw themselves starter. The first works like the au
there is always an element eager to tomobile starter. An inertia starter
consists of a crank, a small fly w.ieel.
step in and mismanage things.
„ and a set of gears. The crank is
geared to the fly-wheel in such a way
A visitor in the city yesterday, call that by turning it at a comparatively
slow speed the fly-wheel can be spun
ing upon old-time friends was Georgs at a rate of 15-20.000 r.p.m., which
W. Robinson, a former Thomaston gives rise to whining noise much like
boy, npw one of the prominent busi that made by a cream separator.
ness men of Minnesota. It waa in the When the wheel is going at top speed
is connected with the engine by
late 80's that the young man set his it
means of a clutch and its energy is
feet toward the west, where out of sufficient to turn the engine through
small beginnings his natural abilities several revolutions. On account of
and indomitable pluck gradually ad the strength required to get the
vanced him up the ladder of achieve wheel going at the proper speed this
type is known to most flyers as the
ment. Now as president of that “agony rod."
$30,000,000 corporation, the Tri-State A geared starter is also operated
Telephone & Telegraph Co. ot bt by a hand crank but the gears are
Paul, Mr. Robinson occupies a fore set in the opposite relation to those
used on an inertia starter, and they
most place in the affairs of that are connected directly to the engine
leading northwestern city. His com so that by turning the crank rapidly
pany being incorporated under the the engine is rotated slowly and
Maine law calls its president east at more easily than if the crank at
tached directly to the engine.
least once a year, and then he never
There are also several other types
fails to visit the scenes of his young of starters such as the compressed air
days in Thomaston, where he is ad starter and the cartridge starter
dressed by Tile old familiar name of which are not so widely used.
» * # •
“Bill" by those who recall his prowess
on the local baseball field. Mr. Rob This topic of starters is considered
imperially appropriate to the intro
inson's success in life illustrates duction in these columns of a* fea
again the, type of young men who ture which, it is hoped, will appear
had their beginnings in the old weekly on Saturdays.
♦ * ♦ *
colonial town, which covered the
The monthly visit of Inspector
seven seas with its fleet of ships of Hoyt, Department of Commerce wTas
ficered and manned by its own ad thc cause of an increase in flying
venturous sons. The shipping days during the past week which reminded
vanished, but other channels opened, one of the halcyon days of 1929 when
there were not enough planes to go
and Thomaston's young men in around among the students. Two
many fields continue to keep the young men from Aroostook. William
name of their birthplace upon the Webb and Clayton Porter, who have
been here three weeks and two weeks
map of success.
respectivly had been showing unmistakeable signs of homesickness
Writing from Oakland, Calif., to and were flying early and late in
the New England Council. Ernest C. their efforts to put in the 20 hours of
Davis expressed appreciation at hav flying required by the Department of
ing heard a radio broadcast describ Commerce for a private pilot's license
ing thc agriaultural and recreational —but the northeaster grounded them
advantages of New England and for two days, and washed out their
Maine and endorses the statement ot chances of becoming privates this
the announcer that Maine climate is month.
healthy and that the people are hos
pitable to strangers. Saying that he
It takes more than a northeasler
was glad to hear from his home state however to keep Bill Wincapaw and
he expresses approval of attempts to Pilot Bean on the ground and the
attract summer guests.
daily plane service between Rockland
and Portland was inaugurated Mon
Something decidedly new and in day in a driving rain and in the teeth
teresting in the line of Christmas of a wind that held back the plane
work is to be undertaken by the local 30 minutes on a 70-minute run.
Boy Scouts who will collect second Tuesday the trip was made under
hand toys, repair and paint them even more adverse conditions. Bean
and see that they get into the hands was forced to fly so low that day
of children who would otherwise be that he narrowly missed decapitating
unsupplied. It is hoped to secure one of the Wiscasset churches
some vacant store at a central point "About then,” says Bean, "I thought
for a workshop so that the public of turning around and coming back
may see the Scouts busy at their labor but I could still see a little ways
ahead so I decided to go on a little
of love.
farther."

«
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

E. D. Spear and F. W. Fuller at
tended a meeting of Group 2 of the
Maine Savings Bank Association at
the Wooster House, Hallowell, yes
terday.

Nov. 21-22 -Rockport's Big Carnival
and Food Fair.
Nov. 25—Donation-visiting day at Home
, At the meeting of Ruth Mayhew
for Aged Women.
Nov. 25-26—High School play, “Not So Tent Monday evening plans were
Long Ago” In the auditorium.
made for the Christmas sale Dec. 1.
Nov. 26—First annual ball of Rockland Supper was served'under the chair
police department In Temple hall
manship of Mrs. Susie Karl.
Nov. 27—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 27—Chapin Class dance at Temple
hall.
N. Cook Sholes of Vinalhaven has
Dec. 1—Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R.,
been appointed a justice of the peace
meets with Mrs. Irene Moran.
Dec. 1—Ruth Mayhew Tent Christmas and Notary public by Gov. Gardiner.
fair. G. A R. hall.
Harold R. Smith of Waldoboro has
Dec. 3— Annual Methodist fair.
Dec. 3- Rockport—Annual Chrtetmas Wen appointed notary public.
lair and supper of the Methodist Ladies’'
——
A1£er 3-4—Thomaston—Annual Fair of i T Miss Helen York spoke before the
the Ladies Aid at the Methodist vestry. Ladies
Circle of the Thomaston
Dec. io—Fair and supper of Women's Baptist Church Wednesday evening.
Auxiliary of St. Peters Church..
civina
an
enlovable and compreenJ°yaoie ana
Dec. 10—Rockport—Christmas fair and ! glving *
hensive story of her recent European
Sewing
upfipr of Baptist
-_ Circle.
Dec. 10—Thomaston—Christmas fair of trip.
the Episcopal Ladies' Guild In the parish
rooms.
.....
. —Copper ____
___ ■ Alfred L. Greenlaw who is attendDec..............
19 (7.15)
Kettle .
porch.
openlng meeting Woman's Educational ing Phillips Academy, Andover, has

“Not So Long Ago”

IN THE

NOTICE

Annual High School Play, Auspices Senior Class

NOVEMBER 25-26
SERMONETTE

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

Christmas Club Members of the

Starfish
On
every
shore
one of the most
Seats checked Nov. 24-25 at Chisholm’s and at the
familiar forms of marine life is
the starfish, or five fingers.
High School
These little creatures seem- more
/
like a celestial than an earthly
"Not So Lons Ago” is a worthy addition to the list of successful
being. Inhabiting every sea, they
\e
__________________________
plays. It is being coached by Miss Olive Aide of the Faculty.
are found at various depths.
Their points are very brittle and
The proceeds will go to the Washington Trip Fund.
if broken off another is easily
The date of the last payment on the
grown. One variety, it is said,
139-141
will upon being badly frightened
1930 Christmas Club is November 17,
break in pieces. Harmless you
ISSUING THURSDAY’S PAPER
STRAND THEATRE
hold one in your hand and never
Thrills and laughter In full meas
club'
___________
! won first prize for the 300-yard dash
of power.
That its office force may have the ure mark the Harold Lloyd picture dream
1930. Club will be open until Novem
No man by sheer strength can
The World Radio Store has re- and a medal for throwin8 the discus,
“Feet First” which comes for Mon
moved from Glover block to the 2* the fal1 tf,ack meet which ls held !
relaxation of Thanksgiving Day, day, Tuesday and Wednesday of next open an oyster. Yet one of these
tiny asteroids Will wrap itself
vacant store in the Woolworth build Yflere annually.
the Thursday issue of The Courier- | week. The movie public is Lloyd about
ber 29, and if payments are not made
one and forcing open the
ing.
Gazette will go to press the preceding ^un”r^ after a,year without him, and shell devour it. Crows will seize
the SRO sign is sure to be hung out. a clam or conkle and fly high
SOME SOUR KROUT!
in full on that date, no interest will be
afternoon—a fact that should be not
The funeral of Hiram Smith will
Harold is seen as an ambitious
a ledge and drop it to smash
take place Monday at 2 p. m.’ The
young apprentice shoe clerk, who, in* over
ed
by
contributors
and
advertisers.
the shell that otherwise would
Edwin A. Dean of the High
deceased was a well known Odd Fel
his effort to make good with his em keep
intact its contents.
lands has been making sour
allowed.
ployer gets into all kinds of humor
low.
Few of us but have picked up
Miss Belle Spring came home from ous situations—putting gun-boat
krout for 47 years. Several
Fall River to attend the funerkl serv- , sized shoes on the cute tootsies of his a thick clam or mussel shell and
Rockland encampment will have !'years ago Mr. Dean, his wife
. ices of her aunt, Mrs. Ella Ingraham employer's wife; crashing a society noticed a very small round hole
work on the patriarchal degree at its I and daughter made 42 half barPerry.
ball in order to impress a young lady drilled through it. Many do not
regular meeting next Thursday night. . j rels in one day and it took about
Christmas Club for 1931 opens Dec
! 3200 pounds of cabbage. He
he falls in love with; finding him know that this has been done by
Lunch.
the
rough
little
teeth
of
a
spira•thought he would try and break
Lester Sherman going jauntily to self aboard a trans-Pacific steamer
the record so Monday. Nov. 17,
business early this morning without without a ticket; hiding in a smail lated periwinkle.
ember 8. Payments may be made on
Monday night. Miss Susan Nutt,
When God said in Genesis, “To
Mr. Dean, his daughter (Mrs.
troubling to wear his overcoat illus bag only to be picked up and carried every
while going in home fell on a wet • Raymond Watsont and his sonbeast,
every
fowl
and
every

trated the gentleness ol the Indian with the mail on a ship-to-shore air
walk and broke a bone in her right . in law Raymond Watson, made
Summer that • everybody is enjoying. plane and finally landing on a paint thing that creepeth upon the
or before that date.
leg. Dr. North attended her.
'47 half barrels of krout, using
er’s scaffolding in mid-air, wrapped earth, wherein there is life, I
hate
given
food;
”
He
also
im

' about 3700 pounds of cabbage.
Boy Scout headquarters in Spear up in the mail-bag. Then follow plied he had provided the wisdom
A South Carolina car was yester
All of the cabbage had to be
..... v
. l.
block
will hereafter be open Tuesdays those hair-raising thrills which are and the way for his creatures to
day noted on the street, headed
brought from the cellar. It was
so typically Lloyd. He wriggles free
and
Thursdays,
4.30
to
6
and
Satur

obtain
it.
north. A long way from home, with
a large day's work, but Mr. Dean
days 2 to 5 with Ralph Lewin in at from the bag. looks about him, and
The longer we live the more wc Bragg will sing a duet Tuesday eve
cold weather just around the corner.
says it is a “hard struggle” to
tendance. Mr. Lewin would like to realizes with horror that a slight jolt wonder at God’s marvels.
keep his orders filled. They
will
catapult
him
hundreds
of
feet
to
ning at 7.30 comes the monthly mis
see all Scout masters Monday night
W. A. H.
will not break this record.
Daughters of Union Veterans of the
sionary meeting with Miss Mabel
at the office following their meetings. the ground below. He almost loses
Civil War will give a whist party in
his grip in one screaming lurch
Seavey as leader.
• • * *
G.A.R. hall Tuesday eyening. Frances
after another, but finally makes a
The
Congregational
Church
will
be
At
the
Congregational
Church
to

Paladino and Mrs. Harry French will I - The honor roll at Hebron Academy open Monday and Tuesday to receive safe descent to terra firma.
At Pratt Memorial Methodist l
Saves time,
morrow
morning
Mr.
Rounds
will
The girl is Barbara Kent, the
the subject of the pastor’s •
be the hostesses.
I includes the name of Douglas Walker vegetables, fruit, jelly and pies for
money, ialxirpreach on the subject "The Power Church
petite
charmer
who
was
Harold's
sermon
at
10.30
will
be
“
As
we
for

---1 a graduate of Thomaston High the Thanksgiving baskets. All ma
That Conquers Inferiority.” The give.” The chorus choir will sing
leading
lady
in
"Welcome
Danger
”
Rockland friends have learned of ‘ School. "Doug” is also chairman of terial should be in by Tuesday noon.
church school will meet at the noon
the death of Dr. J. W. Wilde, who ' the membership committee of the There is especial need of pies and his first talkie, which pleased thou hour. The Comrades of the Way will “O Lord how manifold are thy
Eliminate coal, wood, ashes, dost and
sands
of
patrons
of
this
theatre
when
works" Clare, and “O come to my 1
was located in this city for a number Hebron Y.M.C.X.
trouble by installing a Tower Oil Burner in
meet at 6 o’clock.
vegetables.
Donations
will
be
grate

it
ran
here
about
a
year
ago.
----adv.
heart.
Lord
Jesus,"
Ambrose.
Sun

of years,, prominent in professional
----fully received by the committee, Mrs.
your present stove. Safe, silent, economical
day School convenes as usual at 12.
and fraternal matters.
That annual police ball we hear Kennedy Crane, chairman.
z
The
Epworth
Lague
at
6
p.
m.
will
“
Soul
and
Body"
will
be
the
sub

___
The
Maine
Central
Railroad
an“V
so much about will be held in Temple
THURSTON OIL CO.
_
r
nounces for its winter schedule ject of the lesson-sermon at the be led by Stanley Gay in the dis
Bud Fisher is managing a sparring hall Thanksgiving Eve. The memBarrett R. Cotton, for 10 years past | egect,jVe next Monday, some minor Church of Christ, Scientist tomorrow. cussion of “When do we believe?" At
44 TILLSON AVE.
match which will be held at Empire bers of the force are still selling tick- |to charge of the automobile repair
I changes in its passenger train sched- The citations from the Bible will in the evening service the sermon sub
Theatre, Thanksgiving Day. The ets, and those coveted overcoats look
ROCKLAND, MAINE
oi
uie
MWiuwn
duo
vo
nas
,
nh
additional
service
and
ad
.
clude: "This I say then, Walk in the ject will be "God’s first question.”
feature artists will be Red Grange more and more like a reality..
taken over that shop and will do Justments to mect conditions existing Spirit, and ye shall not fulfill the lust The choir will sing “O Lord, at eve
of Portland and Kid Alrick of Sarigeneral
automobile
lepairing
in
addlj
,,,
trine
thp
winter
The
lee
vine
time
—
S
the winter. The leaving time of the flesh. If we live in the spirit, ning time, let there be light,” Price.
ford.
E. Howard Crockett, Harry C. tion to Buick service. Mr. Cotton is during
several trains will be changed at let us also walk in the Spirit." The Mrs. Harvey's orchestra will play
Dailey, Lester Sherman and L. w. a recognized expert in this line and ! of
stations on the main line and lesson-sermon will also include pas- "Sweet Memories,” Beyer, and Mrs
The annual banquet of the Cham
attended the State meet will give complete service at prices various
a new train added between Waterville sages from the Christian Science Thelma Stanley and Mr. Kenderdine
ber of Commerce wyll be held Monday McCartney
ing of plumbers at the State House in revised sharply downward.
and Bangor, leaving Waterville at textbook, “Science and Health with will sing a gospel duet. The Tuesday
night at the Thorndike Hotel with Xueusta “tup^iTv
evening prayer and praise service will
dinner at 6.30. The speaker will be- gusla luesda>' About 150 con6.30 a. m. and arriving in Bangor at Key to the Scriptures" (p. 167 >.
Harold
E.
Dennis,
yeoman,
first
cerns
were
represented.
study "Hobab" as the Scripture char
Gerald Holmes, an industrial engi8.30 with connections to and from
class,
U.
S.
Coast
Guard,
Stationed
on
AT
acter that evening.
Belfast, Harmony and Dover-Fox
neer of wide experience.
At
the
Universalist
Church
at
10.30
The sewing circle of the Auxiliary 6031x1 the Kickapoo. enjoyed a four croft branches. Few changes will be
a.
m.
Rev.
George
H.
Welch
will
Tomorrow will be Thanksgiving
One of the best Drison films al- Iof Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L„ da>' Ieave of absence at his home.— made in trains on the Rockland
on “Thanks and Thanksgiv Sunday at the First Baptist Church.
though it isn’t altogether a prison
Monday afternoon in Legion ”a;°’dinE'..?’™n‘!0” °f,
branch or the Mountain road. There preach
ing.
”
The
quartet
will
sing
as
an

will be no change in parlor or sleep- thems "O all ye works of the Lord,” | "The why and how of Thanksgiving."
be the subject of the sermon at
ssnayu'W
sus?,\ss
SSha
1* *
■» - —,s? s:
saas i ing car service. Winter schedules Stewart and "Now thank we all our will
effective at 12.01 a.m. Monday, the God." Shelley. Church school and 10.30 and the quartet will sing, “I
24th, can be secured from the Rail- Knickerbocker Class will meet at will always give thanks," Sterns, and
mission, and when at home, will be
rcDresentatives
"O sing unto the Lord with Thanks
active
in
amateur
affairs.
The
;
roaa s representatives
noon, junior Y.P.C.U. at 4, Herbert ! giving,
..... ,” _____
_____
Sterns. One
of__________
the ThanksMiss Norma Packard of the busi- SuP‘- E- L- Toner, chairman of the
Stover, leader and senior Y.P.C.U. giving hymns to be sung in this serv
ness office staff of the telephone com- entertainment committee of the Bap- Kickapoo returned from patrol on
The
Tillson
avenue
miniature
golf
pany is on vacation, part of which tist Men's League hopes to have as the 19th, two days early, due to en course continues to play to capacity at 6. Chapin Class will be held Tues- , jge was written by a former pastor,
evening at the home of Mrs. The church school will meet at 12 m.
she is spending in Lewiston. . . Eugene tn* January speaker Miss Florence gine trouble.
especial interest being shown in the day
Blanche Calderwood, Laurel street. and the Christian Endeavor at 6. At i
R.' Spear has returned from Water- HaIe' supervisor of rural education in
“
ringer
”
contest,
and
many
players
service will be the people's evening service at 7.15,
Thc pupils of Junior High, 8-2 have recorded a remarkable number ... _ Thanksgiving
ville where he has been for the last Maine. He has a very high regard
„ . . « Day
* at. the ,Little....
held
Thanksgiving
presented
this
program
for
Armistice
thc hymns in the big Thanksgiving
few weeks. . . . Manager Stone was • t°r der ability, both as a speaker and
of ones on the difficult layout. The field Memorial Church at 10 a. m„ fslng
wlu be selected by the inter
Day
at
an
assembly
gathering,
with
;
as
an
educator.
in Belfast Thursday.
leading women contestants are Mrs.
Margaret Carlson as leader: Psalm Myrtle Winslow, Mrs. J. Cook, Mrs. with Mr. Welch as preacher.
mediate department of the church
• * * •
school which will attend in r body.
Col. F. S. Philbrick, accompanied 100, prayer, flag song, recitation. In Betty Knowlton, Mrs. Agnes Annis
Are those little ads in The CourierGazette read? In Tuesday's issue by Col. Nason of Portland, visited Flanders' Field, Elizabeth Walker; and Mrs. Frank Tirrell. The leading Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of Little The quartet will present "Behold
was printed a maid wanted adver Thomas H. Marshall Post, G.A.R., in recitation, America's Answer, Harold men are Samuel Rogers, Marcus field Memorial Church will preach Thou shalt call a nation,” Stevenson
tisement, three lines. Between the ! Belfast Thursday night. The other Kaler; flag drill, James Grover, Chandler, E. K. Leighton, Donald at 10.30 a. m., his subject “Thanks and Mrs. Helen Wentworth will sing
time of the paper's appearance on patriotic bodies in Belfast joined in James Accardi. Earl Withee, Cleve Fuller, Knott Rankin, Robert Mc giving." Thc choir will render the a solo. Mr. MacDonald's subject will
the street and ten o'clock that making it an occasion of much inter land Morey, Mary Paladino. Jennie Carty and Samuel Levy. A number anthem “His mercy endureth for I be, “The Thanksgiving Three." Thc
night there were 15 applicants for est. Col. Philbrick attends a Sons Long, Vivian Mullen, Lydia Leighton. of beautiful prizes have been donated ever," Lorenz, and Miss Sibyl Jones Thanksgiving happy prayer and
tile position, with half a dozen more j of Veterans' get-together in Gray Barbara Jordan, Valma Rich. Wil by George W. Batchelder, owner ol will sing a solo. Sunday School praise meeting comes on Tuesday
liam Wincapaw Jr., Dorothy Smith, this beautiful indoor course.
I tonight.
the next morning.
meets at the close of morning service evening at 7.15.
Marion Marshall. David Hodgkins, j
and B.Y.P.U. at 6.15 p. m. with Miss
Jr..
Wendell
Blackman
and
Marion
Before you buy a radio for your
GEORGE F. BARBOUR
A Hudson convertible coupe, late
Tfle Past Grands and Past Noble
Ernestine Simmons as leader. At
Ginn;
piano
solo,
Rose
Moody;
Thc
|
1929. Price right. Reason for sell- Grands Association met in Warren
7.15 Mr. Perry will use as his subject home, at least, listen to a Victor.
ing, going South for the winter, j Wednesday everting, with 40 members Peace Call, Emma Pierce and Avis I Funeral services for George F. “A friend of God." The choir will One musical program in your home
Charles H. Berry, Tel. 897-W.
i Present. Following the business ses- Norwood; song, Carrie Cuccinello: • Barbour, formerly of this city, were sing “Give thanks unto the Lord" will convince you. Maine Music
138-140
sion an entertainment of readings by recitation, Frances Pettee, Alice held Nov. 8, at Buckminster Chapel. and Mrs. Evelyn Hart and Miss Olive Store.—adv.
Mrs. Scott Coburn, Mrs. Nettie Stew lawry. Theresa Mazzeo, Mildred Portsmouth, N. H., Rev. Arthur
art, Mrs. Winnie Horton and Mrs. Weymouth. Madeline Gordon. Doro Ranier officiating. The Masonic
RESERVATIONS MADE FOR
Brackett, was given, and Miss Grace thy Darling; piano solo, Eleanor burial services were conducted by St.
Walker led in the singing of old-time Bradburv; song, America, thc Beau John's Lodge, F. & A. M., of Reading,
songs. The next meeting will be in tiful.
Mass., of which Mr. Barbour was a
Rockland Dec. 17.
member, and its officers acted as
__
Turn on a Victor radio and watch bearers. Interment was in Saga
1930
Play goff at the Hayloft; eighteen he faces of the musicians in your more cemetery.
Telephone 201
From 2 to 4
holes 25c., Free professional advice audience' they win unconsciously ex
During his residence in this city
$1.50 per plate
on putting. Try our driving net — press thpir Pleasure. Maine Music the deceased made a large circle oi
These turkeys are all fancy fresh killed birds.
adv.
| Store.—adv.
friends. He conducted the Corner
All young and priced according to quality.
---------- :-----;
----------------Drug Store and carried on a widely
J Hilo's Repair Shop, Spring street,
A Hudson convertible coupe, late patronized school for pharmacists.
We have some Small Native Turkeys, weighing
Fruit Cocktail
will be open Saturday nights here- 192!)- Priee right. Reason for sell- He was active in fraternal circles and
after for the special convenience of hig, going South for the winter. will be remembered as a kindly, con
Consomme Clear
Creamed Tomato Soap
about 7 pounds; nice size for small family
CAMDEN, MAINE
I out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head- Charles H. Berry, Tel. 897-W.
siderate man ever anxious to be of
Mnlligatawney
140-lt
Might adjusting etc.
Il4-tf
138-140
service to those needing his help.
Boston Market Celery
Iced Cucumbers

Rockland Savings Bank

O8LBURN

Thanksgiving

I. A. JAMESON & CO.

s vs sssys:

THANKSGIVING
DINNER

Thanksgiving Dinner

38c42c-45c

Hotel Rockland

Green Gables
Tea Rooms

THEY WERE VINDICATED

QUALITY

TURKEYS

Knowlton’s Market

SERVICE

GET YOUR THANKSGIVING DINNER HERE

TURKEYS
Never before has this store presented such Splendid
Birds as this year. You are urged to step into our
Cold Room and see for yourself?

DUCKS
FOWL
CHICKEN
PORK IN FINEST QUALITY

NATIVE GEESE

THANKSGIVING BASKETS
Attractive baskets are always appreciated by friends. We specialize in making
up baskets to order, using the choicest Fruits and Confections and arranging all

in an artistic manner.

KNOWLTON’S. MARKET
NOT HOW CHEAP, BUT HOW GOOD!
’ ut'

nti a-'-.'"-a; ’ V

M

James fa. Harkins and son, James,
Jr., and Byron E. Witham who were
tried in the Lincoln County Superior
Court on a charge of assault and
battery on complaint of Dudley Mon
roe of Waldoboro were acquitted, thc
jury bringing in a directed verdict of
not guilty. The story, as reported,
described the incidents, occurring
Sunday night, Oct. 12, as a san
guinary battle. Messrs Harkins and
Witham feel that they have been
thoroughly vindicated, as a directed
verdict was brought in.

Order your Christmas Magazine
gift subscriptions now. Special prices
for December; gift cards furnished.
Fred E. Harden. The Magazine Man.
Tel. 35-W, Rockland.
140-tf

Yznaga: “I suppose you find many
cases of extreme want during your
visits to the poor.”
Zweig: “Yes, indeed, I visited a
family only today, and actually they
didn't have a drop of gasolene for
their car.”
MARRIED
SMITH-WOOD—At Rockland. Nov. 19. by
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald. Ralph E.
Smith of Rockland and Miss Olive M.
Wood of Belfast.

Sweet Mixed Pickles
Queen Olives
Hothouse Tomatoes
Hearts of Lettuce. Russian Dressing
Fried Filet De Sole, Tartar Sauce, Potato Chips
Boiled Ox Tongue, Horse Radish Sauce
Braised Tenderloin Beef, Mushroom Sauce

Pineapple Fritters, Dutchess Sauce
Compote of Rice with Mixed Fruit
Cheese Sticks, Hotel Rockland

Roast Vermont Turkey, Oyster Dressing, Cranberry Sauce
Roast Rockland Goose, Priscilla Dressing, Apple Jelly
Roast Prime Ribs of Beef au Jus
Roast Virginia Ham, Champagne Sauce

Mashed Potatoes
Glazed Sweet Potatoes
Hubbard Squash
Mashed Turnips
Buttered Onions
Creamed Cauliflower

Boiled Sweet Folatoes

Fresh Lobster Salad, Mayonnaise

IN MEMORIAM
This ls In memory of Davis T. Conley,
who died at Isle an Haut Nov. 23. 1929.
Warm summer sun, shine kindly here;
Warm northern wind, blow softly here:
Blue heaven, above, moonlight, star-

llght—

Good night, dear heart, good night, good
night.

The Family.

Molasses Apple Pic
Hot Mince Pie, Home Made

Green Apple Pie
Tumpkin Pic

English Plum Pudding, Hard Sauce

DIED
HILL—At Lowell. Mass.. Nov. 21. Warren
R. Hill, native of Rockport. Funeral i
Sunday at 2 oclock from Bowes &
Crozier parlors.
SMITH—At Union. Nov. 21. Hiram Smith
of Rockland, aged 73 years, 6 month*.
27 days. Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock
from Bowes & Crozier parlors.

\

Hot Dinner Biscuits

Hot Raised Rolls

Fresh Strawberry Shortcake, Whipped Cream
Frozen Pudding

Oranges

Assorted Cake

Bananas
Raisins
Young American Cheese
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1930

Mixed Nuts

NATIVE CHICKENS AND FOWL, lb. 35c
DUCKS AND GEESE,
lb. 35c
WONDERFUL PORK ROASTS, lb. 23c
This is a bargain for first quality pork ribs

Pascal and White Plume Celery
Sweet Potatoes
Squash
Turnips
Onions
CRANBERRIES,
2 qts. 25c
T hey are nice ones

•

New Large California Budded Walnuts
New Mixed Nuts
Fancy Layer Raisins
Grapes
Grapefruit
Oranges
New Dates and Figs
Fancy Apples
• Many Kinds of Cheese
Olives, Jellies, Pickles, Marmalade, Jam
Pure Mince Meat
Fruit Cake, Fancy Cookies and Crackers
Heinz Plum or Fig Pudding
I’ll bet it is as good as you can make and only
costs 35c per can

Price $1.50

MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY

TEL. 17 OR 18

FREE DELIVERY

Page Four

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 22, 1930

to inveigh against Limericks and ac “A LEAP IN THE DARK”
VINALHAVEN
DR. GOLDING’S PRAISE »
cuse Bok of inanity or insanity.
Limericks are sure things. Lots of
The Emane's met Monday night Well Known Canadian Phy
poetic spirit can be distilled into or Gov. Farrington Made It with Mrs. John Wentworth. The fea
Late Journalist and Philanthropist Had Sparkling Sense of from limericks.
ture
of the evening was bridge, honors
sician Praises Sargon
When He Deserted “Pro
There’s some reality in the follow
going to Mrs. Max Conway.
Humor
—
Enlivened
His
Last
Days
testant
Village
of
Rock

ing:
8
5
6
2. 3
7
Housekeepers at Union Church
"My troubles started in 1900 with
9
1
"There was a young lady of Maine
circle were Mrs. Bert Smith, Mrs. O. chronic constipation that defied
land, Me.”
Who was fearfully sick on the train
V. Drew, Mrs. Max Conway and Mrs. every effort I made for relief. My
09
again and again
10
Readers of the Ladies’ Home Jour Bok had done. Then to follow out AndAnd
Ralph Robinson.
again and again and again.”
Esten
W.
Porter
of
New
York
who
nal during the days when Edward the program completely, wrote a book
Wednesday evening a: her home
I know one young lady to whom
1
lb
IM 15
17
IZ 13
Bok was editor would probably never and submitted it to Bok.
this Limerick would apply verbatim always has an eye open for anything Mrs. Eleanor Conway gave a party to
The distinguished author saw that
he thinks would interest The Cou Miss Kathleen Cotter in honor of her
have guessed that Edward Bok would the substance of the book was fine ad literatim.
rier-Gazette. sends us the Nov. 1st 17th birthday. The supper included
I
think
Mr.
Bok
must
have
liked
19
pose some day as a humorist. Bok but the manner of its composition
IS
this one:
issue of Editor <fe Publisher The a large decorated cake.
discovered rather too late to make not so fine, and, being requested, he A fly and a flea In a flue
Mrs. Leon Sanborn has returned
2M
21
22
23
20
extensive use of his innate sense of wrote it over for him. That seems to Were Imprisoned, bo what could they do? Fuorth Estate, a^d marks the page from Knox Hospital where she un
devoted to stories of success won By derwent an operation for appendi
Said thc fly. “Let us flee!'
me
rather
funny
and
I
am
not
sure
the fun of things, that the gift was that Bok isn't pulling wool over his “let us fly.' said the flea.
leaders of the press. This particular citis. She was accompanied by her
26
his, uncultivated to be sure, but there readers eyes. Whether he is or not, So they flew through a flaw ln the flue."
2-5
27 23
issue is devoted to Wallace R. Far nurse. Miss Mildred Robinson, and is
Bolt's Last Two Limericks
in Bible measure.
he told some stories in the book for
\
rington, the Honolulu publisher who much improved.
He
says
by
way
of
introduction,
which
he
might
not
feel
like
being
30
Bok saw, when he was with thc
29
Regular meeting at Ocean Bound
was at one time a Rockland editor,
certainly
is
full
of
imagina

"Tills
responsible
and
is
laying
it
off
upon
Rebekah next Tuesday when mem
Scribners, Richard Mansfield play
and who subsequently became gov
this wealthy retired merchant. I do tion:
39 35
night after night, "Dr. Jekyl and Mr. not know as it is quite fitting that I There was a young lady named Anna. ernor of the Hawaiian Islands. The bers will please furnish for the coVL
33
32
ered dish supper.
ln churcb sang the highest soprano.
Hyde," the most popular exposition repeat these stories, as some of them Who
Mrs. Clarence Hall entertained at
When she fell on the stair
the very interesting interview which
L
of this fascinating theme, and the are broader than what Mark Twain The tenor said. “There,
90
39
3/ 35
36
following extracts are made from bridge Wednesday evening, first hon
I've
heard,
now
I've
seen
your
Hoseto Mrs. Edward Philbrook.
idea kindled his imagination. He was accustomed to tell. Lincoln
anna!'
Ben Robertson , Jr., obtained from orsJ. going
never liked to squelch a good story “Likewise this:'*
H. Carver has returned from a
was
surprised
to
read
how
preva

M2
Mr.
Farrington:
Ml
There was a young lady of Erskin
business trip to Portland.
lent such cases are, and began to even if it could not be told in a Who
the most beautiful fair skin.
» • ♦ *
mixed company. The tastes of the When had
Mildred Robinson and Leroy Arey
I
said
to
her,
“
Mabie.
imagine
that
he
possessed
the
same
k’
46
Thirty-seven years ago, Wallace R left Friday for Rockland to join Leah j
American public, as evidenced by You look well In your sable.'
V3
99
1,5
ual personality.
She replied, “I look best ln my bear Farrington, now the president-pub Arey for an auto trip to Portland and
Cases of Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde the movies, have broadened in my
skin.'
lisher of the Honolulu Sta^Bulletin, Bangor.
w
day.
Bok
found
out
that
a
certain
Dr.
51
M8
The reader can now understand took what he called a "leap in the
50
99
The North Patrol of Girl Scouts
f>; ton Prince of Boston was an exSome Women
what a terrible reaction comes to an dark" and accordingly deserted the will enjoy a hike Saturday to the
!
in matters of dual personality;
I shorten some of his stories but author who has been for 30 years an Protestant village at Rockland, Me., home of Hester Brown.
53
52
? had discovered a girl by the hope
Austin Calderwood returned Friday
not spoil them. The first editor, writing editorials for women for the far-off pagan city of Hono
I
l
f Beauchamp, one of his pa- is of Ia dolady
who thought she was to read. I would hardly have ven lulu in the Pacific. Liliuokalani, the from a business trip to Rockland.
t
who possessed four personali
The Fakers will hold a dance. at
of' ‘the ^ever enou«h t0 make USe °f a s0‘ tured on these two last limericks, Queen, then dwelt in exile and
VERTICAL (Cont.)
ties not a rtval'however^
HORIZONTAL
i HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
’ devils). 1 cial occasion and get medical treat had I not wanted to illustrate reac Hawaii was an independent repub town hall Saturday night.
13-Trim
39-An
island
on
Mr
:ie
with
her
seven
1-Blaze
The talking picture “Hide Out" iujment free. "When the doctor cheer tions. It is said that clergymen lic, a group of islands somewhere far
!l5-Organ ot hearing
Gulf of Riga
r.i
ssed by them either,
5-Arty sphere of
DR. H. VERNER GOLDING
when they get alone by themslves away. During the last generation, der the auspices of the High School
fully
greeted
the
lady
at
a
musicale,
17-Wander
41- Plot of ground
Too i ich dwelling on any subject with an inquiry as to how she was, are the funniest talking people in however, the course of the empire has senior class was well attended.
contest
21-Devll
42- The ocean
turn one's head. It was a
is . pt
9-Cripple
Julius Sederberg expects to leave
answered, "Quite well, Doctor, the world. Their blue Mondays are risen to power in fortifications and
43-Ancient lyric poems 22-A poplar of
whole system became toxic. Rheu
11- Soon
very e1 1 head in this case and not she
a myth. They joke and laugh and commerce, Hawaii has evolved Re Dec. 1 for Sweden.
only,
as
you
see
from
my
red
nose,
I
N.
America
45-lnsect
12- Break suddenly
d. But even Hamlet, the
easily
Grand Generalissimo Isaac Jones matism settled in my arms and legs;
are jolly to beat the band.
publican and American, assimilating
have
a
dreadful
cold.
’
23-Famous
gun
works
47- Couches
my digestion was impaired; I had
14-A lace fabric
tual of all Shakespeare's
most ir
the doctor, When Bok had finished his lim its foreign born, and Mr. Farrington of Calais made his official visit tor constant headaches and dizzy at
of Essen
48- A fissure
16-Venture
luo
.iic,,.
iwelt
long and too1 “ ’So sorry,' answered
f
characte
himself, as the publisher of the Star- inspection of De Valois Commandery
ericks
that
he
was
reading
to
his
next
move.
■
24-A
Spanisi
dance
50-God of war
18- Ever (cont.)
exclusively upon bis mother's crime on the alert tor t
tacks. and was finally forced to give
wife, she said, “I think that will do.” Bulletin and, during eight years, as Wednesday evening. A banquet was up
26-Decay
(Norse Myth.)
19- Extinct bird of
and guilt, and some think the young 'Now' Doctor. 1 '
•
my practice. Knowing something
Governor of the Territory has be served by Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S.
He
remarks,
"Perhaps
she's
right!
”
28-Time
period
man went daft. Be that as it may., opposed to practice when you are
52- Mother (Latin)
New Zealand
The committee chairman was Mrs. of the scientific background of the
come
one
of
the
best
known
citizens
31-Goad
53- Prefix. Within
20- Stops the flow of
Bok was convinced that a Mr. Hyde out socially but wou d .
j
Bok Can Be Serious If He Tries! now resident within the Pacific area. Charles Chilles, assisted by Mrs. Oscar , Sargon formula, I tried the treat32- Tardiest
22-The ship of Noah
dwelt within him. a much better man ' me*
a W0F^’ * a
VERTICAL
Bok was 65 when he published No longer, we find, does the form Lane, Mrs. L. R. Smith, Mrs. Fred | ment. Sargon Pills re-established a
34- Sanction
24- A large East Indian
morally but still highly gifted, one thing for a cold such as mme"Perhaps
I Am." That is a time in er Governor consider Honolulu the Coombs, Mrs. T. E. Libby, Mrs. t regularity of bowel movements and
35- Want
1- Melted
tree
constantly pleading with him to un“ 'Surely, Mrs Suu id ,
my . toxic condition. The
life
when
a man will either grow remote city of the coral reef. He Charles Webster and Mrs. Marie overcame
36Blossom
25- Emperors of Russia 2- Frightens
bind him, loose him from hls fetters fully answered the physician as he
Sargon liquid restored my digestion
Teele.
still
speaks
of
it
as
"Paradise,
”
but
more
serious
or,
if
his
sense
of
the
,38-Feminine name
3-Chart
27-Kingdom
and let him go. And Bok at times started to move away,
away, I should rec
thinks of the place as "an integral Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter con and my strength returned. Every
4- Printer’s measure 40-Capital of Tibet
ommend a handkerchief, madam, humorous has always been lively, he part of the United States,” no more ferred the Mark Master degree oh trouble I had disappeared and I ex
29- Summlt
let
him
"went.'
will
become
more
facetious
and
fun

44-Observe
5- lndefinite article
and, if you find one is not enough.
30- Vase with feet
pect to soon resume my practice.
distant than New York is in the Emil Coombs Thursday night.
45- Exist
ny.
*
Bok Watches Hyde
31- To coat with a thin 6- Measure of length
I would try two.’ ”
Henry Duncan, Fov Brown, and When I do, I will recommend this re
other.
It
is
an
American
city
of
; 7-Hard part of teeth 46- To ward
He tells an anecdote concerning American people and the publishing, Philip Brown of North Haven were markable treatment? Dr. H. Verner
layer of metal
A judge, it was Judge Gary of the
It was in his book, “Twice Thir
47- Large receptacle
8-in a leaking
'33-Heathen
Steel Trust, was asked by a woman Herbert Hoover and Paderewski that he says, of a Star-Bulletin there in in town Wednesday to attend tne Golding, 12 Christie-Graat Block,
ty'
that
Mr.
Bok
expatiated
on
the
for holding coal
condition
36- The coarse outer
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, former
disasters that followed his giving at a dinner party, taking him aside. I have never seen in print. When many aspects, is no more different Commandery inspeciion.
!49-Arab (abbr.)
10-Half an em
) coat of grain
loose
rein to the Mr. Hyde within I almost in a whisper, ‘ Judge, would Hoover was a mere boy, he, with an than the publishing of a Journal in
Stafford Short, a student at the intern at the Boston City Hospital.
51-Prefix. Two
111-Near
37- Short sleep
other
lad,
engaged
the
world-famous
you
mind
telling
me
if
you
think
Atlanta or of a Post-Intelligencer in Boston flying field, on the way by
Sargon may be obtained in Rock
him. Let Bok tell his story: “The
plane from Rockland to Boston land from The Corner Drug Store,
Edward Bok, editor and publicist, steel stock is going up or .down?” artist to give a piano recital in which Seattle.
the
boys
came
out
at
the
little
end
“
Certainly,"
replied
the
urbariti
To the young newspaper men of Thursday, made a detour to Vinal Inc.; in Warren from George H.
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
whom I have tried to describe in
this book (the Americanization of Judge, “I think it will. You see. of the horn. When the pianist found the Country, however—perhaps thc haven and gave salute over the homes Gardiner; and in Waldoboro from H. i
NORTH HAVEN
out
how
it
was,
he
lifted
the
boys
madam, it rarely ever stands still,
does not know it—the City of his grandmother, Mrs. Eliza Arey, L. Bossa.—adv.
139-lt/
Work upon the sewer seems to be Edward Bok has had and has been, and it cannot very well go sideways." out of the hole they had dug for Governor
of Honolulu still occupies as adven and his aunt, Mrs. Minnie Smith.
progressing finely and the pipe will in many respects a personality apart
themselves Many years later, dur turesome a place in the imagination Mr. Short is the son of Mrs. Charles jjgfzrafgjaiajzjarararaajarafgfamai
Bok and Mart Twain
soon be laid to the road from the from my private self. I have again
ing the World War, Paderewski was as it did to the boys of Rockland in Short, formerly Miss Bessie Arey ot
salt water. As to weather conditions and again found myself watching
After the ladies read these two having rather a hard time of it 1893. It is still siien and distant and this town.
the contractors have been very for with intense interest and amusement incidents concerning women that raising funds to ieed the starving —perhaps he is unaware of this also
Moses Webster Lodge will work the
nTp|s
the Edward Bok of this book at work. Bok relates, it is doubtful if he re
R A
tunate.
they often discuss his own Star- Entered Apprentice degree on two
A|G|rIu,E
Mrs. Augustine Carver and two Not that I ever considered myself tains the popularity he had with the Poles and Hoover sent him thou —
Y N
and regard the position of candidates next Tuesday.
sons returned to North Conway Wed bigger and broader than this Edward women while editor of The Ladies' sands of tons of food and the pianist Bulletin
a G A| »
reporter on his paper much as the Mrs. Maurice Leadbetter entertained
Zk
nesday morning. Sympathy of the Bok,—simply that he was different. Home Journal. He has a chapter, journeyed all the way to Paris to Governor
must have considered his the Red Devil Club Thursday eve
IE G!A!c
community goes out to this home in His tastes, his outlook, his manner too, on the “Real Mrs. Grundy," that thank Herbert Hoover for the food own editorship
of the Honolulu Ad ning.
S|l jO |E 'R|O
its great bereavement.
of looking at things were totally at might amuse, if not incense, the la he had sent him and Hoover told him vertiser at the age
Mrs. Herbert Patrick was hostess
of 23.
how many years before, he had
Mrs. Elmira Beverage is well recov variance with my own.",
p I D
• • • •
dies.
to the Economy Club Tuesday.
ered from her recent mishap recently
Bok continues his tale: “My chief I Bok fell in with Mark Twain going pulled two young chaps out of a Gov. Farrington speaks with au
Mrs. Rose Mathieson was hostess to “Mighty Monarchs of the
hole. Bok liked stories of that kind.
met with when she slipped and fell, difficulty during Edward Bok's di
the
Chataneet Club Thursday night
thority
on
problems
of
the
Pacific.
Air”
to
Bermuda
and
says
he
“
took
a
All humorous persons are serious
injuring a rib.
rectorship of the Ladies’ Home Jour
her home on Lane's Island.
Sunday morning the pastor will nal was to abstain from breaking fancy to the humorist." WeH he —at times. Except in this, his last For years he was president of the atMrs.
A. M. Cassie is at Knox Hos
Union; in 1927 he prepreach a Thanksgiving sermon, through the editor and revealing my might. One could joke and the other book Bok is for the most part se Pan-Pacific
over several sessions in Hono- pital for treatment.
“Gratitude for What?” At night the real self. Several times I did so, and appreciate it. Mark was awfully sea rious. He writes delightfully about ij sided
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett and Mrs. Frank
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
subject will be "The Tenth Man." each time I saw how different was sick. He kept on deck and stuck England, introduces us to Kipling, lulu of the Institute of Pacific Rela- Mullen
TENANT'S HARBOR
visited Rockland Wednesday.
The attendance at the session of the the effect from that when the edi to the rail for convenience or "tt/save Conrad, Stevenson, Shakespeare, and j tions; in 1929. he went to Kyoto to
(Your Local Authorized Dealer
Mrs.
Owen
Roberts
returned
Wed

the
meeting
of
the
Institute
as
one
of
walking," as he phrased it. The stew
for Majestic Products)
The subject at the Baptist Church church school last Sunday was 76 torial Edward Bok had been allowed ard brought him a cup of soup say tells us how bells are made until we the American delegation; he has at nesday from Rockland.
hear their tintinnabulations, remind tended many other economic confer
585 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
Sunday morning will be "The Voice and ten were absent who are usually sway."
Edward
Johnson
was
in
Rockland
The orchestra assists Sun
It would seem that Bok's real self ing that he did it to save him from ing of Poe. But I cannot dwell, as his ences about the region; has gained Wednesday to visit his sister Liilian
of Thanksgiving.” There will be present.
day nights and the young ladies' was Mr. Hyde, so his editorial self coming down. “Thanks, steward," Humor ls my theme.
special music. Plan to remain for choir
ugjajHfgiejgjzjzjzrarafarajBfaraajaj
experience of another nature as who is at Knox Hospital.
sings Sunday mornings. Let us was Dr. Jekyl. “Little by little I responded Mark; “you could save
the Bible school period—there is a continue
Monday evening the T. F. class met
chairman of the board of regents of
The Engineer
to
build
up
our
church
serv
me
a
little
more
trouble
if
you'd
learned to subordinate myself and to
class that needs you. The 6 o’clock ices
the College of Hawaii; he has con at the parsonage. Mrs. P. J. Clifford
the soup over the rail.” “Is
“A delicious story is told by the sulted through the years many entertained her Sunday school class
C. E. is in charge of the Fellowship The days have been ideal for hunt let him have full rein. But no relief throw
there
anything
that
I
CAN
bring
Work Done Anywhere
Commission, the topic, "Things for ing and many seem to be making the of my life was so great to me per you, sir?” persisted the steward, station-master at Euston, of a volun friends in and around the Pacific, with games and music, after a busi
which we should be thankful." Each most of it.
sonally as his decision to retire from “Yes, steward," returned Mark, perk teer engineer who, single-handed, ran and in Los Angeles and San Francisco ness meeting supper was served by
Prompt Service
the heavy Scotch express into Euston he became almost as famliiar a fig members of the class. The fish chow
member is asked to bring a list of the
the editorship. . . . Since that time
ten minutes ahead of time. The sta ure as Mayor Rolph or Governor der was made by Norma Gray, Re Water pipe, Repaired and Relaid.
things for which they are thankful
tion-master went to congratulate Young. For 37 years, too, he has becca Arey fried the rabbit, Aura Wil Inside and Out. Digging included*
EAST UNION
Also read the 103d Psalm, first 13
him, only to find the volunteer en gathered information on the Pacific liams made the biscuits assisted by Pipes Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
verses, and make note of what the Lj man Jones recently lost one of
,
Then Mr. Bok gives instances
Like it? he growled. What is gineer, pale and trembling, asking as a practicing newspaper man in the Pauline Smith and Louise Morton;
Psalmist was thankful for. Plans his best cows.
Laid Out and Cleaned when
Mrs Nellie Dawes had the misfor- where his real self (Mr. Hyde) broke there to like about it? and then, for a finger or two of brandy and area.
and the dessert was furnished by
are being made to have “Count Your
Plugged.
Cesspools
Dug and
saying
he
had
had
quite
a
shock.
tup.c
fall
down
the
cellar
stairs
at
Carolyn
Calderwood,
Ruth
Brown,
through
and
did
things
which
his
never
forgetting
the
humorous
side
The Governor was born in Maine
Blessings" played as a harmonica
Rocked.
Shallow Cellars Dug
t
■
i
home
last
Friday
seriously
in

Agnes
Mathieson
and
Ernestine
trio. For the Gospel of John con
editorial self did not approve and
a situation, he added grimly: “I
“How so?” asked the railroad man. and on being graduated from the
Deeper.
Floors Cemented and
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sands of dollars. I cannot follow I board with my six meals." “Six?” I schedule," he explained, "No credit entered the employ of the Phelps
questions on chapters five, six ai f
seven. John Reid will lead the 7 ' mi;.- ■ .sited the Pleasantvi ie school It up but it is interesting. I take it echoed. “Yes," returned Mark. "Three to me. I just ran by three stations Publishing Company at Springfield, proving a big attraction. Wednesday
S. E. Eaton
educational
week.
Mass. In 1892, he heard of the was opening day, when Charles Spear
o'clock song service and following
that the books Bok has published down and three up. “There s only
Jt : ny Dornan was in Kr.
Hos- since quitting editorship have been one thing to take on ship-board,” he at which ‘this train is supposed to vacant position on the Honolulu Ad and Lloyd Lawrence of Rockland came TEL. 534-J
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the "sing" Mr. Barton will speak o
stop,
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vertiser and applied for it but was over by plane and gave an exhibition
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“Called on the Carpet.” The Wed pi'tl recently for treatment of an written by him as Mr. Hyde, and added. "What is that?" Bok asked.
“
Why
didn't
you
stop,"
he
was
informed: "The position has been game. Walker Fifield and N. Cook
nesday evening meeting is growii:: ingrowing nail on one c his toes.
Hyde in this case, instead of being : “Blackberry brandy,” said Mark; It asked.
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instructors.
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in interest.
intent on murdering somebody, re- } tastes the same both ways.’
“That's the shock," he explained. filled. We will be glad to place your
' ori.ir.g on the new dam built at vealed himself in the capacity of a
Over-sharp critics often detect re “It was only ten minutes ago I found name on file for reference.” The decorations and scenic paintings ave
ti is place.
At least judging from his semblances and fancied plagiarisms out how to stop this damned thing.” Governor forgot the incident and very artistic, with rural scenes of
BURKETTVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. George Davis were in humorist.
two other youngsters moved to countryside and the old mill and are
last
book
published
in 1928 entitled where there are none. Mark Twain
His closing ls full of tenderness, is with
Warren Friday where they visited Mr. “Perhaps I Am.”
Rockland, Me., where they founded a the work of our talented decorator
once
expressed
regret
that
he
hadn
’
t
self-revealing and we are taken into
A large crowd from this vicinity Davis’ sister, Mrs. Mina Rines.
Sidney L. Winslow.
I shall use this book as a basis of j bought the City of St. Louis when his confidence in a delightfully inti paper in opposition to one with which
attended the pictures in Liberty Sat
the
late
Herbert
Lord,
the
former
Di
Since 1840 this Arm haa
might have done so for $5,000,000. mate way. He tells us enough about
urday evening.
O e of the most common mistake; my theme “Edward Bok as a Hu- I heBok
SOME IMPRESSIVE FIGURES
faithfully served the famlllea
confesses that while he was his physical condition to make us rector of the Budget, was connected.
Mrs. Esther Herrick of Camden has in planting an apple orchard is to set morist.”
of Knox County
in England he “wanted to buy a dif feel, whether he knew It or not, that Then one day, a year and a half
been visiting at Charles Smith's.
he trees too close together, say
Payments to living policyholders
Bok the Author
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ferent castle or estate every day,” the days of Edward W. Bok are later.came a message offering him and
Mrs. Ella Grinnell, Mrs. Nettie iorticulturists of the U. S. Departto beneficiaries by the New York
the job in Hawaii and the Governor
Tel. Day 450 ;
7S1.1
Bok whether posing as Dr. Jekyl One with a “small strip of land con drawing to a close.
Grinnell and Mrs. Florence Calder
ent of Agriculture. Too close spacleaped “in the dark.” In ’97, he re Life Insurance Co., In the first nine
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Mr. Hyde could wield a pen with sisting of a mere 24,000 acreage" ap
wood spent Tuesday with Mrs. Nellh . g first causes the roots to crowd
Bok felt that he gave up business turned, became one of the first re months of this year amounted to
facility. In fact a pen must pealed to him mightily and stirred none too soon and in the light of his porters on the old New York Com more than $147,000,000. Tl\e total in
Stevens in Washington.
1 later, the branches. In deciding
been in his hands the most of his pocket-book unwontedly and the quick passing away after his last mercial but in '98 he went back to his surance in force carried in New York
Stanley Rowell of South Libertv
the distance between trees, take
;me. Editorship must have been castle contained 34 bedrooms but book, his appeal to men of business city in the South Seas He bought a Life is now over $7,630,000,000.
was in this vicinity the past week .to account the variety, the char i
ROCKLAND, ME.
threshing beans.
chik. s play to what authorship only two baths. Bok says, "I con to quit before It is too lat£ is really small interest in the Evening Bulle
acter of the soil, and the regie
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood Different varieties vary
pr
to be. He produced a book fess I like my bath.' With deep re' pathetic. He had neglected his family tin.
vigor a:
Continuous service of steaks and
were in Rockland Monday.
every year. He published “Two j gret he passed on to survey an es- as he thought. He pictures the true “We lifted the paper by its boot chops and supper specials are now
strength of growth and l expansic al
of limbs. A moist, ferti ■? soil wi . Pt ■! " in 1922 DualPersonality tate of but 6000 acres but the castle meaning of life, that it cannot be straps," he said. "It had to make a featured at Mrs. Thurlow’s. Thp
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produce a larger tree than a soil yot see possessed him. Next year [ had only one bath. The difference summed up in dollars and cents nor little money for we had to meet our1 luncheon idea in connection with the
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Is back in his office for the I
returned from a two weeks' vacation sections of the country apple trees extend d brochure of his publisher j Twain on those two occasions is this: on the good coming to men by way idated with the Hawaiian Star and favor.
>r-in-law, Cyrus Curtis; Bok had some money, and Twain of social contacts.
are planted 25 to 28 feet apart each and 1
Visit Europe, the Governor became vice-president
in Boston and New York.
atid will make appointments eac
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and manager.
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"Dollars Only" in '26, and "Perhaps
tertained seven tables at luncheon
A Bathhouse Episode
Facetious to the End
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
apple sections in the Nor h, the trees I Am’ in '28
President
Harding,
in
1921,
made
and bridge Wednesday evening.
(In effect Oct. 1, 1930)
One of the best things almost him the Governor of Hawaii and
"The Americanization of Edward I Speaking of baths reminds Bok of
Next Tuesday evening Mrs. F. M. are planted 40 feet each way, or
Vinalhaven Line
| an anecdote about Margate. An old
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily ex
Lucas will entertain a "neighbor sometimes more. Probably distances Bok" brought him fame at once as custodian of the bathhouses had an the only good thing—about Charles President Coolidge, four years later, cept
Sunday
at 8 A. M. Arriving jin
hood party” in honor of her sister of 33 to 36 feet apart, are best for an author. It was published in 1920. uncomfortable habit of entering the II, King of England, was the last re-appointed him for a second term. Rockland at 9.20
A. M. Returning leaves
DR. E. L. SCARLOT
Mrs. A. H. Goss. Luncheon and general conditions. Under dry con Says William' Lyon Phelps, “I rank ' houses sometimes bfore the occu remark he ever made: "I hope you In 1929, however, with his office end Rockland at 2.30 P. M. direct for Vinal
arriving at 3.45 P. M.
bridge.
. ditions trees should be somewhat it next to Franklin's Autobiography." pants had entirely re-clothed them will pardon me for being such an ed, he and Mrs. Farrington moved haven,
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farther apart than where ample It was called by the readers of one
unconscionable time dying."
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moisture is available.
Bok weaves his funny stories into old mansion, to a new home in one of cept Sunday at 6 A. M., arriving at Ston
of our popular magazines “one of
Finally a young woman bather
ington at 6.55 A. M.. North Haven at 7.50
Telephone 136
A ration consisting of hay, silage, the ten best books of the last 25 said: “John, you ought to knock be serious matter to the end of his last the valleys behind Honolulu and the A.
due to arrive at Rockland about
Governor returned again to the Star- 9 oM„
’clock. Returning leaves Rockland at
and grain is a good one to feed the years.” It is a very popular book the fore you come in. Some day you book.
Bok loves stories relating to old Bulletin as the president and pub 1.30 P. M.. North Haven at 2.35 F. M.,
dairy heifer late in the fall, in win world over. All his books have found might come in while I was un
Stonington at 3.40 P. M., due to arrive al
ladies. Here is one: an old English lisher.
ter, and early in the spring. Well- a hearty response and approval ev- ! dressed.”
DR. PERLEY R. DAMC
Swan’s Island about 5 o’clock.
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cured legume hays such as alfalfa, erywhere. Mr. Bok averred that, To which the honest old soul re lady, when she rode in an automo “I am not interested,” he says, “in
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bohydrates and is succulent and founded on fact.”
like magic.”—Mrs L. DuCrest.
careful chauffeur, she asked: “Now, York to attend a meeting of the
Bok watched Mansfield transform j
An old Chinese Proverb says, “Nine
Bok and Limericks
Heifers from 6 to 12
Vinol supplies the body important laxative.
my man, tell me this: When you see Foreign Trade Council of which he is n 10 suffer from piles,” but the pail DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
mineral elements of iron, calcium months old should get from 5 to 15 himself from one character to the j The latent fun sizzling in Bok for
member. He will visit Washington .nd itching of blind, protruding ql
thirty serious years in which he another car deliberately coming aand
deeding piles usaally are alleviated
with eod liver peptone. This is just pounds of silage daily and all the other until he fancied that the two i
Pacific coast cities before he re arithin
right at you, what do you do?”
a few minutes by soothing,
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what thin, nervous children or adults good legume hay they will eat. A characters dwelt in him and forth- | addressed the ladies of the world
turns
to
Honolulu.
healing
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a
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Chinese
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surprising.
The very FIRST bottle is to allow about one-half pound that line and became assured that around) came to the surface when the driver, ‘always stop Immediately,
having amazing power to re
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more.
Just think a whole chapter on
Whether it is natural or assumed.j i limericks! And he gives us forty- how an old lady who owned a piece ment of Agriculture, which advises healing action. Don't delay. Act tn
time to avoid a dangerous and cost
R. W. TYLER
Bok loved a joke, a witty story and three of them, As one Qf
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but
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for
yc*n known as Best, Safest, Always Reliably '
Sold Ever', where in Liberal Bottles.
Artistic Memorials in Stone
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he laid it down forever last January the Lewiston Journal.
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Magic Valley of Texas.

This is, a story of a little fishing
trip that I would like to dedicate to
Col. Walter Butler, who, I believe,
is conceded to be one of the most
enthusiastic fishermen in Knox
County.
Twelve of us organized a caravan,
with three Ford sedans, two Ford
trucks and a negro cook, left the
border at Brownsville and motored j
175 miles south along the coast of
Mexico to the Rio Soto La Marinia,
a large river to the south of the Rio
Grande.
There are all sorts of fish down
there, pike, amberjack, red fish, and,
great numbers of the Silver King,
the tarpon. After a day's ride we
pitched camp at the mouth of the
river, along a fine, sandy beach.
Using a tarpon rod, with belt and
socket, we cast from the beach and
in a few minutes had so many
strikes and catches of red flsji weigh
ing from 10 to 35 pounds, that we
began throwing them back as soon
as we unhooked them.
Sounds rather fishy, but fish will
bite in a wilderness where few
humans ever appear and where mo
tor boats and popping outboard
motors are unknown. We had no
boat to disturb the water, and I
don’t suppose there had ever been a
boat there to scare the fish. They
suspected no enemy, and so they
just kept on biting.
One morning before breakfast, two

of the men caught 31 jack fish, two
pike, and one bullred, in half an
hour. That's fishing. Charley Freeley stood on the beach one evening,
about sunset, and actually hooked
20 tarpon, of which he landed three
and this on light tackle. That is
something for Florida tarpon fish
ermen to shoot at. The biggest tar
pon was six feet five inches long, and
weighed 165 pounds; another was
five feet, eleven inches long, and
the third was six feet and one inch.
The Wanderer landed a 35 pound
red fish and an 18 pound jack fish,
with a rod and light tackle, and
was so swelled up over the feat that
he lost three buttons.
There is great fishing at the
mouth* of the rivers in the wilder
ness along the east coast of Mexico,
as good as I have ever found any
where—although Cleve Wallace and
the writer have made some excellent
catches off Matinicus Rock in years
past, but that was handline fishing,
and lacks the thrill of the tug at the
end of a light rod. At the same
time, there is mighty good fishing off
Matinicus, with s rod, when pollock
are schooling. The trouble with
Matinicus is, there is no place there
where fishermen may live. And it is
not an easy trip on a mail boat.
However, the fishing is there, and
some day some one will arrange to
lure the fisherman there, and who
ever does will collect a great deal of
easy money.

PROBATE COURT
Wills probated; Tileston B. Wyllie Olive C. Kingsbury, E. Russell Davis
late of Thomaston, Annie J. Wyllie, of Lincoln, Mass., trustee.
Petition for guardian of person in
Exx.; Thomas Richards, late of St.
George, May N. Richards, Exx.; insane hospital granted: Frank
Frank O. Norton, late of Camden, Crandon of Rockport. C. Earl Lud
Glenn L. Norton, Exr.; Lucy A. Rob wick of Rockland, was appointed
inson, late of Rockland, Alan L. Bird, guardian with bond.
Petition for guardian estate Emma
Exr.
of Rockport, Edgar P. Shibles
Wills filed for notice: Fred O. Tolman
Rockport was appointed guardian
Tuttle, late of Hope, naming Lizzie of
with bond.
Tuttle of Hope, Exx.; Margaret M.
Petition for distribution granted:
Burke, late of Thomaston, naming Estate E. Florence Rogers, late of
Thomas W. Burke of Nashua, New South Thomaston, Myra S. Day of
Hampshire, Exr.; Viola D. Richards, Bangor, admx.
late of Camden, Naming Ellen C.
Petitions for administration filed:
Keene and Edith H. Anderson, both Estates Kate L. Whitney, late cf
of Camden, Exxs.; George B. Babb, P.ockport, asking that Burton L.
late of Camden, naming C. W. Babb Whitney of Appleton be appointed
of Camden, Exr.
admr.; Charles F. Morton, late of
Petitions for administration grant Camden, asking that Maria L. Mor
ed: Estates, Walter A. Robertson, ton of Camden be appointed admx.
late of Thomaston, naming W. J.
Petitions to determine inheritance
Robertson, Admr.; George H. Hart, tax filed: Estates Davis T. Conley.
late of Rockland, naming Vernon L. j Raymond L. Conley, exr.; William G.
Hart of Auburn, Mass., Admr.; Lucy I Sage, Clara V. Chater, admx.; Nellie
C. Osborne, late of Camden, naming E. Wilkins, Margaret Robbins, admx.
Josephine H. Osborne, Admx.; Lena 1 Petitions for guardian filed: Estate
A. Newbert, late of Cushing, naming , of Adelia M. Spear of North Haven.
Petition for distribution filed for
Ernest H. Newbert, Admr.; Everett
E. Spear, late of North Haven, nam- i notice: Estate of Fred T. Studley, late
ing Elizabeth C. Spear, Admx.; ’ of Rockland, Claire S. Hodgkins,
Frank C. Perry, late of Appleton, ( admx.
Petition for probate of foreign will
naming Myrtle Pearl Cullinen,
Admx.; George .L. Sprague, late of j filed for notice: Estate Mabelle M.
Washington, naming John W. En Sawyer, late of MaKen, Mass., James
right of Jefferson and Mrs. Alice Hilt ‘ C. Sawyer, Edwin C. Burbank and
of Union, joint Admrs.; Mary C. . Allen F. Fehr, exrs.
Stanley, late of Rockland, naming | Inventories filed: Estates Lucy A.
Stanley A. Snow of Portland, Admr. ' Robinson, late of Rockland, $2573.76:
d.b.n.c.t.a.; William Raynes, late of | Addle N. Furbush, late of Lynnfield
Owl's Head, naming Elfriede J. Mass., $2500; Alma E. Harlow, late
of South Thomaston, $1175.15;
Raynes, Admx.
Charles M. Lothrop, late of Union,
Petition for license to sell real es $6864.25; T. T. Barrett, late of Fresno,
tate granted: Hannah McNamara, Calif., $300; Nellie E. Wilkins, late of
Timothy E. McNamara, Admr.
Rockport, $9576.91; William G. Sage,
Accounts allowed: Estates Barbara late of Camden, $5501.44.
Watts, first and final,'Gertrude H.
Watts, Executrix; Mary E. Maddocks,
ROCKVILLE
first and final, Elbridge B. Linscott,
Admr.; Alma E. Harlow, flrst and
final, Helen M. Rackliff, exx.; Lucy
Mrs. W. W. Gregory of Rockland
A. Robinson, flrst and flnal, Alan L. visited her sisters, Miss M&bel Oxton
Bird, Exr.; Bessie J. Young, flrst and and Mrs. Nellie Perry, Tuesday.
final, Harry R. Young, Exr.; Harry
Helen Ames left Sunday for
Cushman Magee, first and final. The a Mrs.
two weeks’ visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Minnesota Loan and Trust Company, Charles
Ames in Concord, N. H.
Trustee; Lucy A. Robinson, flrst ana
The student bus from Rockport
flnal, Alan L. Bird, Conservator;
Flora E. Spear, first and final, Sadie driven by Roland Crockett made an
A. Rudderham, Foreign Guardian; extra trip Tuesday as there was an
Margaret M* Alley, first and final, evening session in Rockport Gram
Alta R. Tassaniri, Guardian; Lillian mar and High Schools. Some of the
A. Cole, first and flnal, Helen C. Lord, village people were visitors and en
Guardian; Eugene F. Thompson, joyed the combined efforts of in
second, Walter H. Butler, Guardian; structors and pupils to demonstrate
Melvin H. Jones, fifth, Alice I. Jones, a regular afternoon's work.
Mrs. F. W. Robbins went to Port
guardian.
Petition to determine inheritance land yesterday for the weekend.
Mr .and Mrs. C. W. Blackington of
tax granted: Estates Lucia A. Ander
son, Mary Anderson, exx.; Benja Rockland Highlands visited friends
min Clark, Emma C. Dick, exx.
in this place Thursday.
Petition for probate of foreign will
Keen interest is manifest in the
allowed: Addie N. Furbush, late of carnival at present in progress in
Lynfleld. Mass., Frederick E. Furbush Rockport under the auspices of the
of Lynfleld, Mass., exr.
senior class, R. H. S. and R. H. 8.
Petition for Confirmation of Trus alumni. The procaeds go to the
tee: Estate, Marietta Stone, late of senior class towards defraying ex
North Haven, E. Russell Davis was penses of their Washington trip next
appointed trustee under the will of spring, and to the Alumni Educa
tional Fund. Aili Lofman, Brainerd
Marietta Stone.
Petition for authority to change Thurston and George Starr from the
investment and sell real estate grant village are members of the graduat
ed: Estate Barbara M. Kingsbury and ing class.
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To have all the heat you want in any room, when you want it;
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Call at our store, or write for folder and prices on this remarkable
heater.
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Lauriston Little of Gardiner has
been the guest of Mr .and Mrs. C.
H. Curtis.
Sheriff Frank Cooper of Belfast
was in town Tuesday.
Mrs. Charles Dutton and Miss
Jane Dutton and Mrs. L. J. Dow of
Winthrop, Mass, and Charles and
Harold Caswell of Lynn, have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Crowell.
Judge Harold R. Smith was in
Portland Tuesday.
The many local friends of Judge
Frank B. Miller, who has been criti
cally ill, are pleased to learn that
there is some improvement in his
condition.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sproul have
been visiting at Pemaquid.
Mrs Verna Orff is in Rockland
where she has employment.
At the Monday evening meeting
of Meenahga Grange a Thanksgiv
ing program will be given during the
lecturer's hour. The members are
pleased to learn that their past
worthy master, Rena Crowell, has
been elected Ceres in Lincoln County
Pomona Grange.
Mrs. I. P. Bailey, Miss Gladys
Bailey and Mrs. G. H. Schofield
pasted the weekend in Winterport.
Mrs. Henry P. Mason entertained
the Baptist Social Circle Thursday
afternoon. The members are pre
paring for their annual Christmas
sale.
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Robinson have
been in Rockport to attend the fu
neral services of Mr. Robinson’s
brother.
Henry Hardy of Everett, Mass., is
visiting his aunt Mrs. Jennie Lin
scott.
Several from this place attended
the supper given by Wesleyan So
ciety Tuesday at West Waldoboro.
Friends of Lelia M., wife of Pearl
Whitehouse, were saddened to hear
of her death which occurred at her
home in North Waldoboro. Mrs.
Whitehouse had passed several win
ters in town. Funeral services were
held Tuesday afternoon in the Meth
odist Church at North Waldoboro
with Rev. George Davis of Aina, a
former pastor as the officiating
clergyman. Interment was made in
the rural cemetery. I

LINCOLNVILLE
Mrs. F. J. Hanaford nd friend of
Boston accompanied by Mrs. Lottie
Ames of Camden were* calling Wed
nesday on friends at Miller's Comer.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis McKinney
and daughter of Camden passed the
weekend at their farm.
Tis community was saddened to
learn of the sudden death of Mrs.
Annie Miller Watson, 62 of James
town, R. I., which occurred Nov. 16,
at her home in that city. She had
been in falling health for a long time
but her sudden death came as a
shock to both friends and relatives.
She was a very lovable woman, and
is well remembered as one of our
most successful teachers, having
taught some 40 schools in this and
adjoining towns. She also served
in the postofflee at the village for a
short period. She had a large circle
of friends who deeply regret her
death. Burial was in Jamestown.
Miss Wager, social worker, started
her flrst outline of school work in
the rural schools last Friday with
most excellent success and reports
that she received the most hearty
appreciation from the 190 pupils
with whom she came in contact be
sides having the co-operation of
many parents who availed them
selves of the opportunity of visiting
the schools that day. Miss Wagner's
line of work does not in any way in
terfere with the regular routing of
study laid out by the teachers and
she has the best wishes of the com

munity in her good work. The
church school had an attendance of
60 pupils and there was a good at
tendance at church. Special music
was prepared.
Mrs. Etta Merrithew who has been “One touch of nature makes the
a guest of her sister Mrs. R. S. whole world kin." What a wonder
Knight returned to Vassalboro Sun
ful slogan for the Nature Crank
day.
Club.
My neighbor across the way keeps
FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Emily Davis of Waldoboro hens, this on a main thoroughfare
visited Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Hahn of a city of 103,000 inhabitants. They
Monday.
■are feminine hens, very quiet, except
Eldon Cook has gone to Northern
Maine on a hunting trip with Levi that once in a while one of them
gets bragging about something and I
Noyes.
Miss Kathryn Jameson and Mrs. can't tell whether she is laying or
W. H. Hahn motored to Camden lying. At one time this neighbor had
Wednesday.
George Newbert of Warren was in a rooster and some ducks. And
thereby hangs a tail.
town on business Wednesday.
One day as I was sauntering by the
A. T. Norwood of Warren has in
stalled a one-pipe furnace in the henyard, Mr. Rooster and Mr. Drake
were having a personal encounter.
residence of A. E. Wotton.
Mrs. Alberta Fossett and daughter Just what led up to the rumpus I do
Avis of New Harbor are visiting not know, but it was a lively scrap.
When I came upon the scene Mr.
Capt. and Mrs. Josiah Poland.
"Women They. Talk About,” with Drake had gone to the mat and got
Irene Rich, Audrey Ferris and Wil up just before the count of ten.
liam Collier Jr., will be the feature When he got on his feet I saw that
picture at the Playhouse, Saturday, he had a mouthful of Mr. R.’s
Nov. 22. The sixth chapter of the feathers. Then he rushed his oppo
serial "Queen of the North Woods" nent to the fence and the fight was
on. It ended in a draw, but 'twas a
will also be shown.
good bout while it lasted.
I was looking at the exhibit of
American women's annual beauty
bill is $750,000,000. indicating that our domestic fowl at the Museum. There
fashionable women are running into is a fine showing of hybrids, large
big figures trying to avoid them.— and small. One, the red jungle fowl,
native of India, the progenitor of our
| Miami News.

barnyard fowl, is about the size of a
bantam. The hen must have been
from the first for Genesis 1-21 tells us
that God created every winged fowl
after his kind. And Mrs. Hen has
been a busy woman ever since. She
toils not, neither does she spin, but
the eggs she lays exceeds many crops
of the U.S.A.
The Saunterer,
N. C. C. No. 2.
Somerville, Mass.

Road Ilog Wrecks

Analysis by the New York Auto
mobile Club of 100,000 motor acci[ dents reveals that more than onei third that number of accidents re
sulted from drivers invading lanes
belonging to -other cars. Courtesy
' and regard for the rights of others
would have avoided loss of many lives
‘ and thousands of dollars.

Coal—Wood —Electricity

-CLARIONControlled Automatically
Designed to take care of itself
Built to give service, not trouble
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Cooking Machine

wood
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bishop co.
Bangor, Maine

bold by VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.. Rockland
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SOUTH THOMASTON
Everyone is cordially invited to
attend the praise service to be held
in the chapel Sunday evening.
Supt. of Schools F. L. S. Morse will
speak and C. S. Watts will give the
Bible story for the young people.
These meetings are proving very
popular and well attended.
Thc Heino family have moved from
the Green tenement house to the
Julian Snow place, now owned by
William Dennison.
In the list of honors awarded
pupils of the grammar school by the
A. N. Palmer Co. published last week
the names of Mertland Harrington
and Miriam Wiggin who were award
ed merit buttons were unintention
ally omitted.
Annual inspection of Forget-menot Chapter, O.E.S., was held Monday
night and Mrs. Marguerite Sprague
and Eino Anderson were initiated.
Mrs. Belle Frost, D.D.G.M., was the
inspecting officer. There were other
visitors, and an entertainment and
refreshments altogether making it a
very pleasant affair in spite of the
inclement weather.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Sleeper left
Tuesday for Boston enroute to Chi
cago, where they visit their son
Henry.
Mrs. C. S. Watts entertained the
Speech Readers' Club Tuesday after
noon.
Next Tuesday is the date of the
annual winter fair of the ladies’ aid
There will be a sale of aprons, fancy
work, homemade candy, etc., fol
lowed by a baked bean supper at the
usual hour. In the evening a rare
treat is promised as elocution pupils
of Miss Adelyn Bushnell will present
a fine program, consisting of a play,
"Romance of the Willow Pattern,”
with the following cast; Misses
Florence Dean, Alzada North, Doro
thy Harvey and Marlon Watts, with
specialties by each one. Proceeds
for benefit of church.

THE NEW CHEVROLET SIX
HAS MANY IMPROVEMENTS
The introduction of the new Chevrolet

carefully tailored and fitted. The numlx-r of Individual

Six marks the most impressive forward

springs in the rear seat cushions has been increased by

step in Chevrolet’s twenty-year record

25%. The windshield and windows have been redesigned

of constant progress and improvement.

to provide wider vision. And all interior fittings have
been made more pleasing to the eye.

For this Bigger and Better Six offers new beauty of

line and color, new luxury, new completeness and new
The chassis of the new Chevrolet Six has also been re

quality—yet it sells at lower pricesl

fined and advanced in a number of different ways. The
In every curve and sweep of Chevrolet’s modern lines—

frame is heavier, deeper and stronger than before. There

tn every detail of its smart new Fisher bodies, you will
f see the fine hand of the master designer and thc skillful

is a smoother operating, long lived clutch; u sturdier

And the more closely you inspect it, the

worm and sector type; an easier shifting transmission.

craftsman.

front axle; an entirely new steering mechanism of the

In fact, every vital feature of the new car lias been made

more deeply impressed you will be.

better and more satisfactory to thc owner.

The improvements in the new Chevrolet Six begin at the
■mart new chrome-plated

Obviously, these many improvements are responsible

headlamps and extend

for a higher standard of quality than before. And they

throughout the entire car. The radiator is deeper and

become doubly significant when you consider that they

unusually efficient. Due to the increased wheelbase,

are offered in a car which provides the smooth, quiet,

the lines are longer and lower, giving an air of excep

flexible performance of a 50-horsepowcr, six-cylinder

tional fleetness and grace. And the new Fisher bodies

motor—the comfort of four long semi-elliptic springs

combine with this more attractive exterior appearance,

a new degree of interior luxury.

and four hydraulic shock absorbers—the safety of a

Ths upholstery is of fine quality mohair or broadcloth.

operation not surpassed by any automobile.

gasoline tank at the rear of the car—and an economy of

WEST ROCKPORT
A praise and prayer service will be
held at the church Sunday morning
at 9.30 followed by the church
school at 10.30. There will be no
evening service.
•The mission circle met with Mrs.
A. A. Clark Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Clark enter
tained Mr. and Mrs. George Payson
of East Union at a birthday supper
Friday evening ln honor of Mr.
Payson’s birthday.
The Mt. Pleasant Grange held a
supper and entertainment at their
hall Thursday evening. It was well
attended and a good program was
enjoyed.
Mrs. Leola Oxton entertained the
Tuesday Club this week. The next
meeting will be with Mrs. Maurice
Carroll.
Walter Wheeler saw a deer and
Robert Heald a fox on West street
on their early morning trip to work
in Rockport and Camden.

MANK'S CORNER

Mrs. Leverna Orff of Waldoboro
was a recent visitor at the home of
D. Starrett.
Leland Orff and Newell Nash were
fortunate on their recent hunting
trip each bringing home a deer.
Mrs. Lucy Bossineault has moved
her househod goods to Bucksport
where she will reside.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Newbert and
Z. E. Mank attended the funeral of
Mrs. Newbert% nephew, Clayton
Miller, at Port Clyde. Mr. Miller met
his death in an automobile accident
in Portland, where he lived.
Eugene Feyler was a business
visitor In Belfast last week.
Mr. and Mrs Maynard Robinson
and daughter Kathleen and Lesa
Robinson spent the weekend with
Mrs. L. M. Newbert,
Mrs. Augusta Mank recently visit
ed her son Z. G. Mank.

» AT m:w low prices

and see the Bigger and Better Chevrolet. Its
modern design reflects the spirit of the times—
and it represents a value which will command
the interest of every buyer in tlie low-price field.

Fine as it is, the new Chevrolet Six now sells
at lower prices—making the economy and
/
satisfaction of Chevrolet ownership even
more outstanding. We urge you to come in

The

’510

Phaeton
The
Roadster

’475

Sport Roadster
with rumble seat

’495

The
Coach .......................
Standard
Coupe .......................
Standard Five-

SPECIAL

*545
’535
’CAR

EQUIPMENT

Sport Coupe
with rumble seat ....
Standard
Sedan ..........................

Special
Sedan ..........................

EXTRA

CHEVROLET
IT’S

WISE

For RHEUMATISM take

BUXTONS
RHEUMATIC SPECIFIC
You will not regret it. For sale at all
leading drug stores. Let us send you
a booklet. Buxton Rheumatic Medi
cine Co., Abbot Village, Me.

I
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«

CHOOSE A SIX

*575
*635

’Uwu
650
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MILE-A-MINUTE MARTY

—-by—

Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street
—~-

Mrs. Flora Norton of Portland spent
HE JUST WOULDN'T
ITHANKS. HAW / HAW/- YOU (I
HMINGXOUR
Thursday with Mrs. Aletha Thomp
THltlFTX OL0 DAO WlU ISELIEVE | COULO
TMMMISClVINfr Be-Wo' THROW
son.
A FIT WHEN HE GET So rfluCM CAR
DiNNeR AT
Mrs. Howard Bicknell is ill with
FOR So
VRlVlNG- sees that sp iffy
grippe.
THE IJCANEtW,
CAR OP YOURS ! r?
. HTTLe J WELL,
O
ut
T
o
Mrs. Thomas Harding and infant
WhRTV?
fAONZEY.ywHAT'Q
THE FARffi HE'LL THINK
daughter are at the home of her
7 INC
I • SV.
TQ pRoy£
(ToSEeiAV You'Re
parents Mr. and Mrs. T. O. Long,
YOU
When one says “Home” there comes to mind happy memories and thoughts of
PuAYlMCr
OO?
High street, having left Knox Hos
IT-HCTOOK one look at THEIR USED
FOLKS/
cozy corners and restful surroundings. Make those memories more real by
pital Wednesday.
CAQQftftGAIHS ANO R>0U6HT AJ
THE FIRST
Mr.,and Mrs. E. F. Lynch recently
brightening home coiners with Furniture from our stocks.
SEDAN AND A kt&HT
> Tifwe'-^!
gave a card party at their home on
jj 1BOC* POR HlMEtF'
•J. »♦« »♦« «g» »*« »J» •$»
»♦« ♦♦♦
Main street. The guests were Mr.
T*
Thaw'haw-'You i
and Mrs. John Pomeroy and William
Add a Coggswell or some other
it’s
/ -ZJ can afford
Flint of Rockland and .Miss Kather
TO BUY -EFt IM
ine Winn of Thomaston.
comfortable odd chair to that
ill
Bunches there?
E. F. Lynch attended the funeral
of James Van Middlesworth, secretary
corner—piace beside it an end
j of the Lawrence Portland Cement
No doubt we ought to say something about motorists being thankful for our wonderful used car value but
Co.. Tuesday, at Brunswick. N. J.
table in mahogany or walnut on
Mrs. Herberet White of Boston
we won’t. We re thankful there’s so many wise motorists
who has been spending a few days
which to keep your books or
with her aunt Miss Mary J. Watts is
magazines. Nearby have one of
returning home today.
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Townsend of
For Sale
our lamps to shed its glow for
Wanted
Union are occupying an apartment
my set
in Herbert Kirkpatrick's house. Mrs.
FOR SALE—Two female, one male
Advertisements In this column not to
WANTED—Maid for general housework
reading and learn just how sur
Townsend's sister. Mrs. Mary Meser
tov poodles Extra good male. $8;
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 MRS. DAVID RUBINSTEIN, 6 Talbot white
females.
YORK'S KENNELS. Rock
vey, also of Union wil spend a por
cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Additional Ave. Tel. 1285._____________________ 140-tf land. Me.$5.Tel.
293-W.
140-142
prisingly low furniture prices
tion of her time with them.
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents
WANTED—Thirty
thousand
lobster
FOR
SALE
—
Thanksgiving geese, alive
i for three times. Six words make a line plugSi i transmission case for 1924 Buick.
Capt. and Mrs. J. E. Creighton,
1 pilot house. J. C. HARMON, 255 Main or dressed. L. D. GAMMON, Warren.
are today.
Mrs. Carrie Watts and Mrs. Richard
. .
. Tel.
- . 595.
—
140*142 __
Tel.
1-24.
140*142
St.. Roekland.
____________
O. Elliot motored to Portland Thurs
Lost and Found
WANTED—A woman of 40 of educa- j._ FOR ,S^E' ^y ,7OO?n<5HMAN ’Tri'
day.
tion and refinement desires position in
rlght- R- H. CUSHMAN,
139*141
LOST—Black and white hound, female. the capacity of expert stenographer in 717-W.
Miss Elizabeth Creighton goes to
Notify E R. NORWOOD. Unton. Me.. business office, or as companion, secre
FOR
SALE—Thanksgiving geese, alive
CASH
OR
TERMS
AS
YOU
DESIRE
THIS IS THE TIME TO BUY
Northampton, Mass., next week to
R D 2 Tel. LlncolnvUle 8-12.
140'142 tary and managing housekeeper. Com or dressed. Call Thomaston 183-4. B. S.
spend Thanksgiving with her mother.
__________________ 137*S-T-tf
LOST—Pocket book with auto license. pensation moderate. Highert r^erences. GEYER
Address H. V.. care Chamber of Com
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Sawyer havc
No money. Kindly notify TEL. 357-R.
FOIU Sale—One Redbone fox hound.
merce,
Rockland.
140*142
139-141
planned to spend the winter in
One setter. Winchester rifles. 30 Cal..
LOST—BCown pocket book Thursday.
WANTED To board, an elderly per- R. I R. pullets, will trade for flrst class
Florida and are expecting to go in
I was somewhat surprised to
If boy seen picking It up will return It son. or seml-lnvalld; modern convenl- rabbit hound Poultry and chickens for
1 about two weeks.
find the low wave stations com
to MRS. HAZEL FISETTE. Pleasant St | ences MRS M. D. CONDON. 5 Lisle St. Thanksgiving in large or small lots, alive
CHARLES ERICKSON. Box
Letters from Miss Myrtle Wolf of ing in more clearly than those
Cafe, he will receive reward.
138-140 1 Tel. 489-R._______________________ 139-1414 or dresagd
140-142
on the other rnd of the dial.
Caribou, where she is a teacher in
FOUND—Skiff ln
Penobscot
Bay
WANTED— Elderly people, invalids, con- S3, k D. I. Warren,. Me.
FOR SALE—Good used parlor cabinet
Owncr can have same by Identifying It' valesecnts. Ured people, pleasant sunny
the High School, states that she is It is usually the reverse, in my
and paying for this adv. FRANCIS rooms. Price reasonable. THE BRITT heater with oil burner Installed A. S.
finely situated. The building is new case.
PHILBROOK. Owl's Head. Me. Tel. HOME. Tel 689.
139-141 SIMMONS. Warren. Me. Tel. 12-11
140*145
with many rooms, a very large as
138*140
1161-Y.
WANTED—Capable girl for general
Radio was so good Thursday
sembly hall and modern in its equip
FOR SALE—Dressed chicken and fowl.
NOTICE—Is hereby given by John D. housework. Apply MRS. R. D. BOWDEN,
139*141 H W. LITTLE. 360 Broadway. Rockland.
Mitchell. Subordinate Lodge Deputy, 17 Brewster St.
ment. She finds the people cordial night that I had no difficulty in
that deposit book No. 25730 Issued tn
WANTED—Middle aged woman wants Tel. 795-M.______________ ________ 139-141
and altogether the lines are fallen identifying 30 stations before 10
name of Deep Sea Lodge. K of P . No. employment ln small adult family or
FOR SALE—Several homes 4. 5 and 6
o'clock. For the benefit of others
to Miss Wolfl in a pleasant place.
139. Swan's Island. Maine, ls lost, and will care for seml-lnvalld. Go anywhere. rooms each, some ncw. all modern. City
who may nhave tried the same
tha; the Grand Lodge. K. of P.. Grand Address E. I. D., 14 Dunn St., Thomas poultry farm with modern 8-room
The Rug Club whose members are
Domain of Maine, wishes a duplicate ton.
ISSUING THURSDAY S PAPER
138*140 house; several acres land, large barn and
Mrs. Oliver Hahn. Mrs. Harriet thing I am publishing my list;
bOok issued.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS
CAMDEN
ROCKPORT
WLBZ. Bangor and WCSH, Port
WANTED—Washings to do Called for poultry house for 400 head. No reason
Whitney,
Mrs.
Donald
Whitney
and
BANK. Bv E D. Spear. Treas. Roekland.
able offers refused. Some nice building
Mrs. Adelaide Morrill is registered That its office force may have the
land; WNAC, WEE! and WBZ,
Maine. Nov. 15. 1930 .___________ 137-S143 and delivered. MRS. ESTHER ROBI lots at real trades. Reasonable terms.
Capt. William Annis left yesterday Mrs. A. W. Peabody met Tuesday Boston; W'TIC, Hartford; WDRU,
SHAW. 7 Carroll's Lane. Tel. 1279.
at the Thorndike Hotel. Rockland.
Phrtne or write H. H. STOVER, 111 Lime
evening
at
thc
home
of
Mrs.
Peabody,
138*140
PRIZES AT SEED SHOW
for an indefinite stay, pending the full relaxation of Thanksgiving Day, for Barrington. R. I., called by the
rock St. Tel. 1201.
139-141
New Haven: WHAM. Rochester:
Beechwoods street.
WANTED—Position as housekeeper for
completion of her new home on CenThursday issue of The Courier- illness of his father, Capt. Freeland
FOR SALE—Pipeless furnace, large
WPAP,
WLWL,
WCDA,
WABC,
Services
at
the
Baptist
Church
man
with
one
or
two
children
Address
Thirteen 4-H Club members who G. L. F„ 113-A. R F. D. Rockland. Mr
Annis. who is in a hospital in that
size, used one season; twb three gallon
trftl street
Sunday: School at 9.45; morning WJZ, WEAF, New York; WAAM.
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Haskell have Gazette will go to press the preceding city for a major operation.
exhibited their products at the annual ____________________________________
138*140 coffee urns with electric heaters, can
Newark; KDKA. Pittsburg; WOR.
use gas or electricity; one Hot Point
worship
at
11,
preacher.
Rev.
I.
B.
seed sbow in Portland this week won
Wednesday evening thc Camdenclosed their home here for the win- afternoon—a fact that should be notWANTED—Girl for housework, two tn automatic electric range, four burners,
Newark: WGY and WKBW, Buf
these prizes: 1
family. No cooking. One who prefers oven and broiler. TEL. Thomaston 54.
Rockport Lions' Club held a banquet Mayo, topic, "The Unseen.” The falo; WMCA, New York: WBAL.
ter and are occupying an apartment j
....
. .
over the Herald office in Camden.
cd by contributors and advertisers.
Beans—Royce Thurlow. Hope. Rob good home to high wtecs Apply 6 _____________________ -•_____________ 139-tf
in Legion hall, the guest of honor , quartet will sing, "O Give Thanks
Baltimore: WRVA, Richmond.
140*142
FOR
SALE -New miniature grand
Stanley A. Boynton, the 18-year-old I Unto the Lord," by Spence. "We Give Va.; WPG. Atlantic City; WTAM, ert Houdlette, Aina,. Esther Light. WARREN ST City.
All members of the Baptist parish,
WANTED—Radio repair Jobs. Bring in | piano for less than half cost, because of
Waldoboro.
Charles
Light.
Waldo

youth who recently captured the Thanks to Thee. O God," Huerter;
who wish to donate vegetables, canned
W ARREN
Cleveland: WCAU, Philadelphia;
that radio which you can’t get fixed closing house. TEL. 450 Belfast,
6.15
p.
m
.
Christian
Endeavor
meet

boro. Henry Light, Burkettville, elsewhere, we have an expert radio rejunior record for a flight from the
goods, etc., for the Thanksgiving bas- ;
---138*140
WBBC. Brooklyn; WLW, Cincin
Quentin Barrett. Hope, Ben Hillpn. pair man who can fix it at a reasonable • FOR SALE—ChlnchlUa rabbits In
kets to be distributed among the , Roy Harding shot a flash horn buck Atlantic to the Pacific and return. ing; at 7 p. ra.. union Thanksgiving nati; WJSV, Mt. Vernon Hills,
charge.
HOUSE-SHERMAN.
luc.
Next
Aina. Guilford Payson. Hope and door to Ford Agency. Rockland. ,
J Cushing.
Inquire of MATTI NIEMI.
Young Boynton was presented with service, preacher, Rev. H. F. Leach; Washington; UFRB, Toronto.
needy in town are asked to send them Tuesday morning.
138*143
J Route 2. box 85. Warren.
the quartet will sing. “It ls a Good
Lawrence Reynolds. Aina.
in at ihe Sunday school hour next
Harold Sawyer who has been spend a unique cigarette lighter, made in Lord," Stewart. “O Worship the
FOR SALE—Or rental, saxophone.
Canning—Falena Hilton, North
Sunday, or communicate with Mrs. ing a few days with his brother Law the shape of an airplane. He gave an
EMMA
HARtrumpet,
e-flat
bass
horn.
To Let
WITH THE BOWLERS
Arthur Walker that arrangements for rence Sawyer at Presque Isle, re interesting talk and the evening was Lord. Watson.
Whitefield, 4th.
138-140
VEY. 10 Berkeley St.
Mrs. Helen Bryant is passing a few
A string of 113 and a total of 314 Potatoes—Elmer Tarr. New- Har
a
delightful
one.
Excellent
music
collecting may be made.
turned Wednesday night. While
FOR SALE—Gas range with oven,
TO LET—Apartment of six rooms, un
gave highest honors to Thomas of bor. 2nd. Loring Edgerly, Aina and furnished
Mrs. Ray Easton was hostess Wed there he enjoyed hunting.
was furnished and remarks w’ere ^a>s
Boston,
at 59 Masonic St. Apply R. broiler and 4 burners. Used very little.
the Central Maine when that team Leonard Brann. North Whitefield, 3d. U. COLLINS.
Tel.
186-R. 64 SUMMER ST.
138*tf
nesday evening to members of the
made
by
several
of
the
Lions.
•
375 Main St. Tel. 77.
Miss Alice Dean of Gardiner has
____________________________________ 140-142
Johnson Society at her home on
..... ,, Dec. 4. Camden
Thursday evening,
FOR SALE A nice Jersey cow; will
Frank D. Elliot, Elmus Morse, Levi defeated the Dragons at Carr's
Amsbury street. Eighteen members , been the guest oi Mrs- Harold Saw - Commandery will hold ladies' night Seavey. R. E. Dunn and Richard alleys Wednesday night. The sum
TO LET—Up stairs rent of three fur- j trade for pullets or 1 year old hens. H.
STATE OF MAINE
Tel.
nished rooms and bath at 17 CRESCENT C. PARSONS. North Haven, Me
were present and a very enjoyable >'er 101 a !cw °ajs.
jn tbe opera house. Dancing and an Elliot were in Portland Wednesday mary:
Knox. ss.
6-21._______________________________ 138-140
ST.
Inquire on premises or Tel. 631-J.
Central Maine—Elliot, 257; Maxey. To the Honorable Justice of the Su ___________________________________
time is reported.
Howard
Kenniston of Augusta
entertainment will be included in the on business.
140*142 .
FOR SALE—Two tenement house. 17
perior Court, next to be held at Rock
Frank Nash and family are occupy- spent the weekend at home.
program. Rockland. Belfast and
Henry P. Starrett. son of Mr. and 266; Merrill. 305; Daris, 286: Thomas, land. within and for the County of
TO LET—Furnished room for light . Lawrence St., toilets, lights; price rea
sonable.
H. A. DUNTON. 18 Mechanic
314;
total,
1428
ing an apartment in the Bank block.
Mrs. clarence Ray and daughter Vinalhaven Commanderies will bT Mrs. E. P. Starrett. with his family
Knox and State of Maine, on the first housekeeping; also rooms by day or
week, modern conveniences.
Apply 2 St. Tel. 763-M___________________ 138*140
L. P. C. Dragons—Lynch, 242; Tuesday of February A. D. 1931.
Lloyd Rhodes, a senior at Eastern Joyce were overnight guests Wednes- guests.
arrived in New York from Genoa,
Mildred Crouse of Rockland ln said WILLOW ST______________________ 140*142
FOR SALE—Apples, pound sueets, de
State Normal School. Castine, accom- day of jjr. and Mrs. Judson Garnet
"Donation Day" at the ffimden Italy. Mr Starrett's appointment as Davis. 281; Hastings. 291; Pomeroy- County
and State, wife of Donald
also cabbage.
J.
F.
TO LET—Furnished flat of 5 rooms; licious. spys.
panied the school basketball team to
Mrs Ljzzie gpear and daughter Community Hospital next Tuesday. counsellor to the Embassy at Lima 260; Cates. 264; total. 1333.
Crouse respectfully represents; that she lights,
CALDERWOOD.
Union. Me
136*141
flush toilet, gas. Call at 732 MAIN
• « « «
was lawfully married to the said Donald ST
Stonington Friday, remaining there Adejia have returned from Camden
Tke Friends-In-Council will meet Peru, was announced a while ago.
Tel
4
48-M.
__________________
139*141
•
FOR
SALE
—
16
ft.
Chase
Tractor
Saw
at Rockland on the twentyovernight, thence coming to Rock- and are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clar ------- - -He went on to fill his appointment
They were hitting high levels at Crouse
Dec. 2 —
with -Mrs. Joseph
Emery in
seventh day of September A. D. 1923:
TO LET—House for rent at 24 Front' Mill complete, with or without tractor.
condition. Also rotary bed planer.
port to pass the weekend with his ence Spear.*
Rockland.
Mrs. Starrett and son going to the Star alleys Wednesday night that they lived together as husband and St. Inquire of D. CUCCINELLO. 22 | Good
wife
at
said
Rockland
from
the
time
of
Front
St.
/__________________ 139*1441 R W BUZZELL CO.. Rockport. Me.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rhodes.
when
Capt.
Mayo's
team
defeated
Tonight.
Saturday.
Postmaster
Tampa,
Fla
.
where
they
Will
spend
____________________________________
134-tf
George Martin is in charge of a
said marriage until the fifteenth
He has as guests two fellow students.
TO LET—Two furnished rooms with.
Leslie D Ames. Assistant Postmaster. the winter with her mother Mrs. Capt. Phillips' team seven pins their
dav of November A. D. 1927; that your private
FOR SALE—Upright piano. $60. W. F.
bath
192
LIMEROCK
ST.
Tel.
James Brown and Kenneth Coleman. crew who are graveling a strip of the F. W. Miller and the entire clerical Ferguson.
Mitchell was the big racket with libellant has always conducted herself 600 or 211-M. _____________________ 139-tf TIBBETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
her said husband as a faithful,
The trio will return to Castine Mon road at West Warren, •
_____
122-tf
and carrier force of the Camden
There will be a meeting of Pine 101, 104 127. 120 and 103 for five con towards
TO I.ET—Several modern rents, all ,
true and affectionate wife, that the said
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
T.
Norwood,
acday.
postoffice tvill be guests at a venison Cone troop, Girl Scouts, at the Meth- secutive strings. In this match there Donald Crouse being unmindful of his new houses, furnished and unfurnished.. FC& SALE—One ton truck, ln good
Thc Trytohelp Club will observe companied by Herbert Thomas and <-uppfr at the camp of Rov Fu„er
£
'
running order. $80. W. F. TIBBETTS.
were 21 strings higher than 100. and marriage vows and obligations has been 4. 5. 6 rooms each One 6-room house, 148
their third birthday anniversary Mon- Miss Gertrude Robbins, the latter ot Lake Megunticook Thc hosts will
Everv one tho can do so Purged the
Union St. Tel. 297-R.
Iz2-tf
Two-car
of cruel and abusive treatment good location, $20 month.
felt prouder than peacocks guilty
and extreme cruelty towards your libel garage near Main St., all kinds storage
day evening at the Baptist vestry Union, motored to Augusta Saturday bc D j Dickcns Dr w Lee and
E
“
this vear whenboys
SALE—Two electric motors, 7’,2
it was all over. The summary: lant. that the residence of the said Stores and business locations. Building_ h.FOR
p. and 2 h. p.. ln good shape; also
Each member may invite a guest, to attend a dinner bridge given by Douglas Libbev> who recently re_ Th^work of this o gam^tion will be
Donald Crouse
is unknown to vour lots in Rockland. Thomaston Waldo- Standard computing scales. W. F. TIBCapt. Phillips Team — Howard --------------Supper will be served aj 7 o'clock. Mnk Carro Healffi Turkey with other turned from a gunning trip in the very- muchilffed uS a generous
and cannot be ascertained by boro and Union. Business properties on ( BETTS. 143 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
475; Rackliff. 462; Norton. 501 ■ petitioner
reasonable diligence; that there is no R. R. tracks. H H. STOVER. Ill Lime-'
122-tf
followed by a social
cne.ai hnnr
hour.
good
eood things
things composed
comDos,d the
tile menu.
menu.
big wood5 with two buck #|x, g doe
is given the rol,^p.
Phillips. 485; French, 488; total, 2411. collusion between your libellant and the rock St. Tel. 1201.
139-141 1
The date of the annual fair of the
The circle of Ivy Chapter, O.E.S.,
FOR SALE—The fine Stromberg-Carlto obtain
a
divorce.
Capt. tylavo's Team—F. Black. 482; said Donald CrouseDravs
Mi
and
Mrs.
Walter
Higgins
are
tributions
of
$1
for
annual
member
ladies' aid at the Methodist Church has bought an upright piano,
Wherefore she prays thk
that’ a
a divorce
divorce iI , T° LET—Two furnished rooms for . son radios, a Rolls Royce’ of'"aff’radioe.
178: J. Black. 442; Mitchell, mnv
hr decreed between her and the ' ,lRht housekeeping; modern conveni- I Can be seen and heard at 53 Tlllson Ave.
is Dec. 3. Aprons, cooked fool,1 Lee Butler of Manchester, N. H.. m Boston where they will spend the ship, may be sent to Mrs. Richard O. Stinson.
I^niSd
e «usc
e““8'
7 PLEASANT ST.______ SHAPIRO BROS.. Rockland.
121-tf
555;
Mayo,
461;
total,
2418.
“jr: _
.
,
Elliot, chairman of the local branch,
candy, fancy articles, quilts, etc., will was overnight guest of Mr. and Mrs. '"Edwm
139*141;
• « ♦ •
set forth.
French
and
Milton
French
or
t0
the
treasurer
Miss
Jessie
M.
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
bc on sale both afternoon and eve- ! Fred
last Tuesday
TO LET—One half of double garage. tions in Rockland. A large list of sum
Dated at Rockland. Maine this twenty
„ Butler
t
.. . . • j _ of the Bay View Garage, left Friday stpmrt
Thc merciless Pirates dealt the first
A. S. ATKINS. 11 Grove St. Tel. 84-W
day of November A. D. 1930.
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
sis^S WssrMa yrH l?o“umon
f°r ^°rtland ? attend the
Series at the Federated Church Rockland
nnig.
Body Shop a severe clip
MILDRED CROUSE.
138*140 estate. Come and talk over my list if
An all day session of the ladies' aid and Mrs■ Rose" Stewari of Umon “gand banquet of the Chevro- Sunday: :School at 9.45; mornlng Thursday night, at Carr's alleys, in
Subscribed and sworn to before me I
you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS.
thlx
twenty-flrst
d.y
of
November
A
D,
(
&.X
will be held Wednesday at the Meth375 Main St. Tel. 77.
131-tf
at dinner.
'
service at “• Preacher. Rev. Joseph spite of the fact that they lost the
odist vestry with a box lunch at noon Wednesday
quire
10
NORTH
MAIN
ST.
Tel.
787
first string by 60 pins. The Pirates
JEROME C BURROWS
Rev.
D.
T.
Burgh
is
employed
in
.
tra
fp
S
v
X*eX7
Somervffie
6
W
Str
°
Ut
'
The
eveninB
servlce
wil1
_____________________________________136-tf
and picnic supper at 5.30. A large
.
Notary Public
ashington. D. C.
Mass ?wh^he w™ visitbC With-dr3Wn °n aCC°Unt °f the came back in the last string with an
Washington
TO LET—In Rockland. 23 Franklin
attendance is desired.
I Seal | 1
80-pin
margin.
Stockford
had
high
____
....
,
union
Thanksgiving
service
to
be
St., upstairs apart.
rooms, garage.
STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. A. T. Norwood and Mrs. Leroy
Adelbert Corson is ill at his home
string and Shute high total. The
MRS DAVID OSIER. R. F.
4. WaterIL. S|
Norwood
were
guests
Wednesdav
evefrom
a
gunning'trfn
iru'hp
hie-^wnnri
hcld
in
the
Ba
P
tist
Church.
Memon Mechanic street.
ville.
Me.
135‘140
Knox. ss.
a Sunning
in the
big woods. bers o{ the Federated Church are summary:
Mrs. Maria Tibbetts has closed her Sing, ot oa„hriHoo
b"d«eInortv
Part-v vivon
8i'en hv
by Mro
Mrs. H
He01?brou
ht downtrip
a fine
dper
Clerk's
Office.
Superior
Court
TO LET—Five room fiat. All modern,
Pirates
—
J.
Hopkins.
257;
Wood

In Vacation
home on Main street and gone to Fred Burkett oi Union. Seven tables
The regular meeting of the Maiden ^d£
ffi^the^^K- cock, 269; Stockford, 277; Clarke, 264'
at 23 Fulton St. ROSE PRESCOTT. 240
Rockland, November 21, A. D. 1930.
liff Dnhclroh Indrro will Fn hold rovt
VUUlg Ul
ine VOIigTegH
Broadway.
135-140
Glencove to spend the winter at the ; were at play,
Cliff
Rebekah lodge will be held next tional vestry-,
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered.
Shute.
301;
total.
1368.
beginning at 7 o'clock.
If you have been waiting for
home of her son, Ralph Tibbetts.
TO LET—Tenement at 18 Gay St.
That the Libellant give notice to said
■» wsj!
Rockland
Body
Shop
—
Thomas,
Apply
to
L.
W.
BENNER.
2
North
Main
Frank Jacobs, a High School
Donald Crouse to appear before our
prices to reach bottom—come now
The ladies' sewing circle of the Rockland with her sister, Mrs. Ruth
Knox Temple, P. S.. are to hold a freshman,
St.
135.U.
241:
Harjula.
277;
Nelson,
259;
New

Superior
Court,
to
be
holden
at
Rockseverely injured at
for ours are already there!
Baptist Church will hold its annual Howard. j ,, „ j
„•
jsale of fancy and useful articles at the noon was
Jand. within and for the County of
bert,
272;
Johnson.
248;
total,
1297.
TO
LE
’
*
—
rt
warm,
sunny
apartment
of,
hour as he with other
Tremendoui Reductions on these
Christmas sale and supper Dec. 10.
* « 0 «
Knox, on the first Tuesday of February five rooms and bath, private entrance.
Mr- and
•..^ed Y/i1;! ™r„e
their hall Nov. 29. afternoon and eveA. D. 1931. by publishing an attested Inquire of ELIZABETH DONOHUE 39
pupils attempted to cross the street
This will afford an opportunity to ner guests Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. ning.
greatest values ever offered. Come
League
results
at
Carr's
last
night:
copy
of
said
Libel,
and
this
order
there

134-tf
in—nose around and you will see
buy your aprons, fancy articles, etc., Fred Butler.
Joel Keyes Grant circle, spent Fri- to their homes. A car driven by I. L. Snow. Co.. 1279, Street Railway, on. three weeks successively in The Cou Park St. Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Eckard Colburn and
Augustus S. Moody of Jefferson had
for Christmas gifts.
TO LET—6-room tenement on Spring 1 a lot. It will give you an idea
rier-Gazette. a newspaper printed in
«»
ri
j t n„„i,i__ i
»»
__
_
da
y
afternoon
in
Belfast,
guests
of
1189;
Perry's
Market,
1469,
Whole

Rockland in our County of Knox, the street, electric lights, gas. flush closet.1 of the unbelievable value offered
Mrs. Hattie Flagg. Mrs. Ethel Mi. Lloyd of Rockland and Mr. and thp Thomas H Marshall circle. Thr stopped to. allow them to pass. A salers, 1427.
*
last publication to be thirty days at MRS JOSEPH DONDIS. 69 Beech St Tel.
here. We have a fine selection of
Webber and son Roland, Mrs. Flor Mrs. Stillman Whitney and Edward regular meeting was held in the eve car driven by Samuel Dubb of
________________________ 126-tf
least prior to said first Tuesday of Feb 42-W
Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
Malden. Mass., coming from Rock
ence Staples and son Chester of Bel Whitney were Wednesday evening ning.
ruary next, that he may there and then
TO LET—Modern apartment, fine loca- ‘
SOUTH HOPE
in our said court appear and show cause, tion. Apply LUCIUS JONES. Tel 639-J. ' Special Stoves, in fact everything
mont were recent visitors of Mrs. visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wil At the regular meeting of Seaside land knocked young Jacobs down
if
any
he
have,
why
the
prayr
•
of
said
son.
_ _________
125-tf I to make a home. We also carry
throwing him under the wheels of Mr. and Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn of Libellant should not be granted.
Lillian Donnell. Commercial street.
Mrs. John Robinson spent Friday
TO LET —Unfurnished 5 room tenement: a complete line of Store and
the other car, which was started Rockport had supper and spent the
* * * *
HARRY MANSER
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U.
as guest of Mrs. Lillian Mortland in lne QCPrees
Be comerrea
Justice of the Super or Court.
with Mrs. Evelyn Vining last
Office Furniture.
Mrs. V7. Frank Bisbee will entertain ahead through a misunderstanding, evening
122-tf
Church Votes
A true copy of the Libel and Order of COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
Rockland.
dragging Jacobs some distance. The Saturday.
the
Monday
Club
next
week.
the
Court
thereon.
TO
LET
—
Tenement
at
38
Mechanic
St.
ROCKLAND
Fred Wallace of Rockport and Mrs.
Mrs. Alice Cook, accompanied by
Mrs. C. C. Childs spent Thursday
I Seal I
MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St.
Freethe and William Simmons boy was taken to Dr. Hodgkins' hos with
Fidelia Lackady
_____
__
. of Oldtown were Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jordan arrived areGuy
Mrs. Roland Payson, East Union. Attest MILTON M GRIFFIN. Clerk.
Tel. 874-W.
138-tf
pital where he was found to be con
FURNITURE
CO.
in
Sargentville
to
spend
Thanks140-8-146
united in marriage Nov. 17 at 11 Wednesday from Medfield. Mass.,
siderably cut and bruised about the The Grange supper Thursday night
Formerly
occupied
b/
Roekland
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for
LIBEL FOR DIVORCE
o'clock, at the home of the groom on where she has been making them an
. ... .
_ , ,
. „ head and face and suffering from was well attended and netted nearlv
light housekeeping. Lights, gas. Adults
Produce Ce.
STATE OF MAINE
only. E. N. SYLVESTER. 23
West street. Congratulations and extended visit. She expects to return , 1,10 Lad,i.es. Auxiliary of American the shock. Last evening he was re (20.
Telephone 427-R
County of Knox. ss.
Tel. 804-J.
best wishes are extended by a host t0 Medfield with them Saturday and j P?gl°n, wlU h°ld 3 “rd Papy. N.ov- ported as somewhat better. Youn;
Mrs. Emily Pushaw who has been
To the Honorable. Justice of the Su
(1 Tilleon Ave.
Rockland
TO LET—Five room furnished apart
of friends.
remain there for the winter.
- 28 3t Leglon haI1'
Publlc is in‘ Jacobs is the son of Frank Jacobs in Knox Hospital has returned home perior Court, next Co be held at Rock
llOSTtf
land. within and for the County of Knox All modern improvements. Inquire at
A Thanksgiving service will be held
m,. and Mrs Sidney Copeland left 'ltea'
Edith
Laura,
little
daughter
of
Mr.
131-tf
Mrs. Ethel Burkett entertained the of this town, and is 14 years of age. and Mrs. Charles Dunbar, met with and State of Maine, on the first Tuesday 12 ELM ST.
at the Methodist Chuich Sunday with Friday for Rockland and will take an
of February A. D. 1931.
William B. D. Gray and Mr. Long
TO LET—Apartment In Bicknell block.
Philathea class of the Baptist Church
preaching by the pastor at 10.30. apartment there for the winter,
a
painful
accident
Thursday
when
George
F.
Dean
of
Rockland
in
the
Apply
to
B.
B.
SMITH.
Thorndike
At
Hix
expected to return today from a
of Knox and State of Maine, Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
131-tf
special music, Sunday school at 11.45:
jjrs piora Peabody, Mrs. W ,H. Rob- last evening at her home on Wash are
she fell from the front doorstep of County
hunting
trip
in
the
big
woods.
being the lawful husband of Hilda Dean,
ington
street.
Epworth League at 6, with Solveig inson, Mrs. Forrest Spear and Mrs.
her home and knocked out two front respectfully represents; that he was law
teeth.
Heistad. leader: evening service at 7. Laura Starrett motored Thursday to The ladies of the Methodist society
fully married to the said Hilda Dean at
Miscellaneous
will
hold
a
pie
sale
next
Wednesday,
on the third day of August
ASH POINT
at which the young men's chorus will south Hope where they were guests
The services which are being held Rockland
A. D. 1927; that they lived together as
at
A.
S.
Prince's
store.
Sale
opens
render two selections; midweek 0{ Mr;i Evelyn Vining at a chicken
in the Advent Church. Mary Joncs husband
and wife at said Rockland only
125 ACRES. EQUIPMENT. CROPS. Etc.
prayer service Thursday evening at dinner. The afternoon was pleasant—31 10 oclock.
A reunion of the Curtis family was preacher, are being well attended.
one day. to wit. until the fourth day Noted for money-making crops, neigh- {
H. A. Hart started his saw mill of August A. D. 1927: that your libellant boring places valued $6509 to $16000:
held last week at the home of Mr.
7 o'clock.
I ly spent at sewing and cards.
~
conducted himself towards his said wife rich dark loam, good pastures, valuable
Wednesday.
and Mrs. Elmer Curtis.
» • « »
Rev. Howard Welch will speak on
NORTH WARREN
as a faithful, true and affectionate hus wood and timber; excellent bldgs., home
Mrs.
Kate
Curtis,
Mrs.
Inez
Dyer
.
"Companions
of
Christ
'
at
the
Bap___
band; that on the said fourth day of like 12-room residence, warm 75-ft.
Francis M. Robinson
August A. D. 1927 the said Hilda Dean basement barn, other bldgs, easily worth
We keep our stock alive to dress
J tist Chuich Sunday morning. At the
Frederick Lennox and Donald and Mrs. Edna Small attended the
utterly
deserted your libellant without price asked for all; near village, mar
•
Commemia^street Rvenin« »'°rsl-iP be will chose "Vic- Mank were in Augusta last Monday, pound party given at Grange hall,
when wanted
cause; that said utter desertion has con kets and splendid school. Sacrificing 2t
at his home on Commercial strci i tory
,nrv Through
Thm-ioh Failure"
waibirp-- for
fnr his
hr subcnh. They
mv,*.. went to Manchester also,
— and
__ , South Thomaston.
tinued for three consecutive years prior $4500 with 3 horses. 14 cattle, farm ma
Nov. 13 was born in Cushing Feb. 14 ject.
to the filing of this libel: that thc resi chinery. firewood, all hay. corn. oats, po
looked over the Wyman farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Pierson ana
dence of the said Hilda Dean is un tatoes and winter vegetables thrown
1851. He came to Rockport when a
Ralph Miller is chopping lor J. S. George Cummings of Union is children of Port Clyde were Sunday
We Clean and Deliver Them
known to your libellant and cannot be ln; $1200 down. Picture pg. 32 Strout’s
young man where he was married MacDonald.
ascertained by reasonable diligence; catalogue. Write todav for free copy.
working for H. D. Post.
i visitors in this place.
Telephone 647-14
138-140
to Marrietta Gardiner. Thirty years
that there is no collusion between your STROUT AGENCY. 813-DG Old South
Friends will be interested to know Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kalloch atMrs. Alice Brown has returned
libellant
and
thc
said
Hilda
Dpan
to
of his life were then spent in Boston that Basil Winchenbaugh of Waldo tended the funeral ol Mrs. Hattie home after spending the week with
Bldg.. Boston. Mass.___________
140-It
obtain a divorce.
where he was engaged in the paving boro, former manager of the Clover Kalloch Thursday in RocklantT
VILLAGE FARM $1200. Most wonder
Wherefore he prays that a divorce may
Mrs. Florence Crockett.
ful
buy.
on
State
road:
3
minutes
to i
business. He then came to his late dale store here, is recovering from an Charles Mank and family. Mr. and ,: __
be decreed between him and the said
_________
Mr.___________
and Mrs. Ralph
Crockett____
have
POULTRYMEN
Hilda Dean for the cause above set forth. stores, grammar and high schools, postRockport home to reside and his re- automobile accident which happened Mrs. Lester Mank and Mabel Cross closed their cottage and returned to
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this twen office. churches, etc. Good 7 room house 1
running water, phone, large barn, hen-.
maining years were spent in employ- Saturday evening at Genthner's cor- and daughter of Thomaston attend- their Rockland home,
tieth day oX November A D 1930.
ATTENTION!
ment at Roxmont lodge until he l;er An artery in hig wrigt wag cu,
fun8ral of thQjr sjsWr Mrs
ncry. shed; 40 a land. 15 machine
GttRGE E DEAN.
Alfred Fredette has returned to
We Want Your
Subscribed and sworti to before me worked tillage. 20 pasture. 5 wood: 75
past su"1"1^
R!'d he was badly bruisedLelia Whitehouse of North Waldo- Portland to resume'his duties with
this twentieth day of November A. D bearing apple trees: 200 ft. to fine boat
LIVE
POULTRY
ing. bathing and fishing. Administra
as paver for the
t. . v
.
Mrs. Ansel Hilt and Isaac Starrett boro. A profusion of beautiful flow- the M.C.R.R.
1930.
And Will Pay Highest Market
tors sale; hence, low price. J. D. PEASE,
FRANK A TIRRELL. Jr.
Company.
spent Saturday of last week with oj-g spoi;e of the love and fligh esteem
Mrs. Eugene Durell and son Don
Hope, Me.__________
130-140
Price
•
Mr. Robinson w
p
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney at Cush- jn which the deceased was held by ald visited at James Mullin's Sunday.
<JThose ryt’nmx clicks of 14Q-S-146_____________ Notary Public.
|L. S.l
DR JOHN A LUNT. office at 7 Lime
Call or write and trucks will call.
of sterling qualities
.
8. ing.
ber £amjjy and many frjends.
, Mrs. Ella Hare is keeping house for our press ei wi’.i be encored
rock St., over Limerock restaurant, every
COHEN BROS.
esteemed by all who kneu him. His
■j’be Bucklin boys, sons of Mr. and
Tuesday 10 a. m. to 6 p. m.. treatment
Mrs. Elbert Starrett entertained ames Mullins.
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
and leading by appointment.
137-tf
last illness was. of short duration Mrs. waiter Bucklin, are preparing ' t!le social Hub last'Thursdav ‘at her
Mrs. Florence McConchie of Dexter later by the tinkle of the
WARREN, ME.
He leaves a brother M. G Robinson a miniature go'.f course.
home,
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
visited her sister Mrs. Effie Dyer cash reg ster.
For The
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St
Telephone Warren 2-3
of Waldoboro, a daughter Mrs. CaroThe supper and entertainment giv-,
Sunday.
Mail orders solicited. H. C. RHODES
Reference: Any poultry raiser
lyn R. Andrews, and several nephews en by the Past Grands and IJast Noble
Tel 518-.I.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fredette. Mrs. Courier-Gazette printing
131-tf
109-tf
and nieces.
Grands Nov. 19 by Mystic Rebekah
i Effie Dyer and James Mullins attend is the kind that produces
WANTED
LET E. A. KNOWLTON tile your saws _________________
Funeral services were held Sunday Lodge was much enjoyed. Visitors
We want all your LIVE POUL
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME
ed a birthday party Saturday evening
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010
131-tf
at his home on Commercial street, were present from Rockland, CamTRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
sales. Experience proves it.
at Nathan Witham s in Rockland.
For Sales Work Through
or write Charles Shane, care of
The floral tributes were many and den. Round Pond. Union and WaldoFOR SALE— Penobscot Bav farms and
Misses Edna, Eva and Carmen
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
beautiful showing the esteem in boro.
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tai.
Knox County
i Crowley of Augusta visited theif
Call 770
prices. Ideal loactions. tea houses, and j GLOBE LAUNDRY
Werren 3-3 and trucks will call at
which deceased was held by h: many
U. G Merrifield and son Peary oi
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, '
mother Mrs. Jennie Crowley Sunday.
Portland, Maine
for
Estimates
Maine.
— your
door.
References:
Any
poul

South
Hope
were
in
Warren
Sunday.
MEN
AND
WOMEN
friends.
Augustus Stone and Eino Bloom
128-t I Quality Work,
Family Washings
try
raiser.
Rehearsals are being held lor the
n,.?i
HEN
,
BOSTON-You
can
buy
are going to Green Island this winter
Called For and Delivered
Apply MR. O'BRIF.N
copies
of
The
Courler-Oazette.
with
Ihe
Conversation slops immed iately one-act play "Tacks" to up given by
lobster fishing.
Parcel Delivery Service
home news, at the Old South News
320 Main Street, Room 3
when you tune in on the new Victor Mystic Rebekah Lodge in conjunction
CHARLES SHANE CO.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hur.l have
Agency. Washington St . next Old South !
139’140
Walter
Dorgan, Tei. 106R
»
C
cl
also
al
M
Andelman's,
284
Treradio. ’ Maine Music Store.—adv.
with their fair Dec. 4.
1 moved into their new home,
17-tf
XQOUV Ol,
' 4

That Word “HOME”

“ON

"

|n Everybody’s Column

A 11

STONINGTON FORNITORE COMPANY

Telephone 980
313-319 Main St.
Rockland, Maine

CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture

DRESSED TO ORDER
POULTRY
Chickens
Ducks and Geese

MONROE’S

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
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Every-Other-Day
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THEY WORKED HARD

But the Universalist Women
Are Well Satisfied With
Outcome of Annual Fair

The Universalist vestry and par
lors presented an animated and col
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Karl and Mr. j orful scene Wednesday, the occasion
and Mrs. Harold Karl have returned being the annual church fair. Under
from a few days' stay in Portland the efficient management of Mrs.
where they attended a banquet, and Clarence Beverage, general chair
demonstration of the finishing ma- I man, it proved a success in all re
terials, Craftex and Sunflex at the spects. with a net sum of several
Falmouth Hotel.
hundred dollars realized.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy leave
The rooms, which have recently
tomorrow morning for Northampton,
Mrs. Walter Dimick and Miss Doris undergone extensive improvements,
Mass., where the latter will maiCe a Hyler motored to Norway Thursday
including a new floor, curtains, paper
three weeks' visit with her daughter,
be guests of Mrs. Victor Partridge and paint, were rendered even more
Mrs. W. C. Bird. Mr. Gurdy will re to
for a few days
attractive by the simple but effective
main until after Thanksgiving.
decorations of spruce and fir trees
The Wawenock Club is to have a and red berries, augmented by red
Mrs. John Nutt is at the home of picnic
and social evening candles, pepper plants and Christ
her son Ralph, Glencove, for a few-J-Monday supper
at the home of Mrs. Cora mas napkins on the tables. A gaily
days.
decorated Christmas tree at the far
Snow, Ingraham Hill.
end of the parlor caught the eye.
Mrs. William H. Kelley and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wayne of, The gift shop in charge of the Wil
Harold E. Dennis have returned from Schenectady, N. Y., arrived in the city ling Workers elicited many compli
an auto trip to Gloucester, Mass., Tuesday and are stopping at the Foss ments. The unique and very attrac
where they were the guests of Mrs. House.
tive articles made by this energetic
Keljey's mother for three days.
group of young w’omen were dis
Mrs. B. B. Smith and Mrs. G. A. played effectively in the library
Miss Doris Hyler, president of the Lawrence entertained at bridge tea room. The only decorations used
local BPW Club, while on a recent Wednesday at Mrs. Smith’s home were several softly shaded lamps, but
visit in Bangor, attended a supper on Lincoln street. The five tables the entire effect was extremely
and meeting of the Bangor organiza produced these wjnners: Mrs. E. L. artistic.
tion. There were more than 80 Brown, Mrs. C. M. Kalloch, Mrs. Emma Harvey and her orchestra
members present, and they listened Elmer C. Davis, -Mrs. J. O. Stevens, rendered pleasing music from 4
to an interesting address by Dr. E. E. Mrs. A. S. Littlefield and Miss Char o’clock through the supper hour.
Patten, city manager.
lotte Buffum.
An expression of thanks and ap
preciation ls made to all who assist
Mrs. Albert Averill entertained the
Mrs. Harris Woodman who has ed in making the fair a success,
Tuesday Evening Sewing Club at her been the guest of her mother, Mrs.. particularly to Luke S. Davis, who
home on Crescent street.
Abbia. Healy, North Main street, has i as janitor, worked untiringly in set
returned to her home in Winthrop.
ting up tables, placing trees, etc.; to
Mrs. Melinda Adams suffered a se
Fuller-Cobb-Davis who loaned can
vere ill turn Thursday afternoon
Mrs. F. E. Follett was hostess to dlesticks for the tables; to Mrs. Ava
while motoring with her daughter- the Thursday Auction Club, with Lawry for extra silver; to the Meth
in-law. Mrs. W. H. Adams, and was honors falling to Mrs. L. A. Crock odist friends for extra tables; to the
taken to her home on North Main ett, Mrs. George B. Davis and Mrs. Burpee Furniture Co. for chairs.
street in Burpee's ambulance.
Henry Jordan.
The lovely pepper trees on the tables
were from the Little Flower Shop,
Dance fans are looking forward to The American Legion Auxiliary and were placed on sale following
the hop to be given in Temple hall, sewing circle will meet at the post supper.
Thanksgiving night under the rooms Monday afternoon.
• • * *
auspices of Chapin Class. Dean's
Mrs. Beverage was assisted by
Orchestra will furnish music Mrs. Mrs. Edward Weymouth of West these committees::
George L. St. Clair is general chair Medford, Mass., has been the guest
Aprons—Mrs. Ralph L. Smith,
man.
of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Diesler, Talbot chairman Mrs. Velma Marsh, Mrs.
; avenue over the weekend. Mr. and E. E. Stoddard. Mrs. Ella S. Bird,
Miss Margaret Hutchinson and Mrs. Diesler will motor back to be Mrs. M B. Perry, Mrs George Palmer,
Miss Marion Weymouth of The Mr. and Mrs. Weymouth's guests over Mrs. Earle MacWilliams, Mrs. Ray
Highlands have returned from, a the holiday.
mond Bird, Mrs. J. W. A. Burpee.
fortnight's stay in toew Hampshire
Mrs. Elizabth Flanders, Mrs. G. W.
with friends and relatives.
Mrs. George Brackett Is making ex- Wiggin, Miss Anne Greenhalgh. Mrs.
I cellent hospital recovery from an ap- Edward Gonia, Mrs. Elizabeth
Mrs. A. J. Huston of Neal street, 'pendicitis operation. The case was Haines, Miss Flora Wise. Mrs. R. L.
Portland, gave a reception last eve I not a severe one and early convales Jones, Mrs. James H. Lawrence,
ning and will give another tonight cence is expected.
Mrs. Mary Perry. Miss Ada Perry,
in honor of the student nurses who
Fred True, Miss Margaret Rob
are enjoying theatre parties at the Mrs. Percy E. Demmons enter Mrs
inson, Mrs. Charles Schofield. Miss
Jefferson Theatre. The hospitality tained at luncheon and sewing at her Mabel
Mrs. Carl Freeman,
committee of the Portland Chamber , Thomaston home Thursday, her Mrs. O.F.B.Lamb,
Lovejoy, Mrs. George L.
of Commerce is sponsoring the ' guests being Mrs. Alberta Rose, Mrs. St. Clair. Mrs.
Wiggin. Miss
parties. Fifty nurses attended each Lilian S. Copping. Mrs. Leola Rose, Gladys Blethen, Ralph
Mrs. Clara Winslow
evening.
MTs. S. A. Burpee, Mrs. E. K. Gould. Crockett, Mrs. Dyer,
Mrs. Howard
Mrs. C. M. Richardson and Miss Dunbar, Mrs. Annie MacAlman.
Miss
Mrs. George W. Smith, Summer Martha Wight. Chrysanthemums Edith
MacAlman. Mrs. Alton Palmer,
street, entertains the Cardinal Club ' and candles comprised the table Mrs. Frank
D. Lamb. Mrs. Winifred
■ decorations.
this afternoon.
Butler, Miss Margaret Stahl, Miss
A committee of ladies from St. • Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Lynch enter- Margart Nutt, Mrs. E. R. Veazie,
Peter's Church will conduct a nov- ’ tained at cards at their home in Miss Harriet Parmalee, Miss Jennie
elty card party Monday evening at Thomaston Thursday evening, their Brown, Mrs. Robert Adams. Mrs. A.
Grand Army hall. Reservations may' guests being Mr. and Mrs. John R. Marsh, Mrs. Ernest Campbell,
bc arranged with the committee, Pomeroy, William.T. Flint, and Miss Mrs. L. E. Blackington, Mrs. Mabel
Thorndike, Mrs. L. A Walker, Misses
Mrs. Thomas Foley, Mrs. George Katherine Winn.
Polly and Dorothy Crockett, Mrs. F.
Avery and Mrs. George B. Davis.
11
---Miss Caro Colson.
___
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Winchenbaugh L .S. Morse and
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Wood, Mr. ot Waldoboro are guests of Rev. and
Ice Cream—Mrs. Anne Haskell,
and Mrs. G. A. Lawrence and daugh- Mrs. Herman Winchenbaugh.
chairman, Mrs. A. E. Orff, Mrs.
ter Mary, and Mr. and Mrs. B. B. •
---Smith have returned from a few' Mrs. Elmer S. Bird. Mrs. Vina Harold Marshall, Mrs. G. M. Sim
days' bird hunting at Tunk Pond. Ulmer and Mrs. C. F. Simmons are mons. Mrs. J. A. Burpee. Mrs. Lucia
Thirty-seven birds were bagged by leaving today by motor enroute to Burpee, Mrs. William Aylward, Miss
the party.
Fruitland Park. Fla., where they will Della Aylward, Mrs. Ralph Trim,
___
spend the winter. Their first stop Mrs. Charlotte Ripley. Mrs. Ray
Fremont Beverage of North Haven iwill be in Middletown. Conn., with mond Perry Mrs. James Aylward,
was the guest Wednesday and Mrs. Simmons’ daughter, Mrs. Wil- Miss Hazel Keller, Mrs. Blanche
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. be11 Snow: thence they 6° t0 Phila- Calderwood. Mrs. Lester Sherman
Thurston at The Highlands.
’ delphia to be guests of Mrs. Iverson and Mrs. Earl Perry.
Cakes—Mrs. E. W. Berry, chair
___
! over Thanksgiving.
man, Miss Maud Pratt. Mrs. Frank
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday;
~
~
r
evening with Mrs. Blanche M. . The largest and one of the most Sherer, Mrs. W. R. Stewart, Mrs.
Calderwood at her home, 7 Laurel interesting meetings of the Rubin- George Stewart, Mrs. Mary Skaye,
street
stein Club for the season took place Mrs. David Talbot, Mrs. Emma Fro
___
yesterday in the Congregational hock, Mrs. Irving Gray, Mrs. Ochea
George B. Wood, president of the vestry when a Program based on Sidensparker. Mrs. A. M. Moody,
Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp., is j 7al7 Th,emes; was Presented under Mrs. W. T. Prescott, Mrs. Carl Nel
on a business trip to Boston. New the direction of Mrs. Alice Karl, who son, Mrs. W. F. Tibbetts, Mrs. Ada
York and Adams, Mass.
I «aV!' aa Preface a well-written paper Hewett, Miss Edith Pratt. Mrs. F. E.
___
, on "Fairy Music. Mrs. Ruth Whit- Cottrell, Mrs. D. R. Fogarty. Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Henry P Starrett and i temore, a new member, made her Mabel Thorndike. Mrs. Adelaide But
son Richard have arrived in New drst appearance in the program. A man, Miss Caro Colson. Mrs. Delilah
York from Genoa, Italy. Mr. Star- ^P'1 °f Adelyn Bushnell, Mrs. Whit- Cunningham, Mrs. Ralph Loring
rett is sailing at once for Lima, temore s dramatic rendition of Mrs. Thomas Keating, Mrs. James
Peru, where he will be stationed at Arthur Berg s "The Pied Piper." won Diamond. Mrs. Rose Smith. Mrs.
the Embassy, while Mrs Starrett and P'audits. A delightful feature was M. H. Nash, Mrs. Ella McMillan.
son go to Tampa, Fla., to spend the introduced in the songs by Master Mrs. Olive Sylvester. Mrs. Luke
winter months with Mrs. Starrett’s Philip Wentworth, younger son of Davis, Mrs. Walter Dimick, Miss
mother, Mrs. William Ferguson, and Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Wentworth. Therese Smith, Mrs. John N/wman,
Where she will join her other chil Master Philip, singing in place of Mrs. Rida Fuller, .Mrs. A. J. Moody,
dren, William and Virginia. Mr. hts mother who was unable to par- Mrs. Minnie Hoffses, Mrs. Minnie
Starrett is a former Thomaston boy. ticlpate in the program, gave his Colson. Mrs. Susie Davis. Mrs. Ed
___
numbrs sweetly and with cutely de- Hunt and Mrs. W. E. Morgan.
* • * »
George Otis and Stanwood Short scriptlve action. The program:
Linen—Mrs. E. F. Berry, chairman,
of Scituate, Mass., have been guests Plano duet—Overture from the “Nutcracker Suite" .................. Tschaikowsky Mr*. Mary Messer. Mrs. H. P. Blodg
this week of Mr. and Mrs C. O. Miss
"'**
t—■
Caroline Littlefield, Miss Mabel F.
ett. Miss Elizabeth Post. Miss Bea
Perry, Masonic street. They came
Lamb
trix Flint. Mrs. Laura Sylvester, Mrs.
Songs
—
The
Brownie
here in a Skyway airplane.
The Fairy Lullaby
E. F. Glover, Mrs. Alice Spear. Miss
The Pink Gelatine Man
Anna Thorndike, Miss Mabel Pills
There were five tables of bridge
Fairy Slippers
bury, Mrs. Almon B. Cooper. Mrs.
Master Philip Wentworth
at the party given under the auspices Plano—Watchman's
Song ................. Grieg William Benner, Miss Jennie Trus
of the BPW Club Thursday evening,
Elves’ Dance .......................... Grieg
sell, Mrs. A P. Bicknell. Mrs. Hester
Mrs Ethel Lee Hayden
with Miss Ethel Payson as hostess.
reading—The Pled Piper
.
Holmes. Miss Adelaide Holmes, Mrs.
Honors were won by JJrs. S. A. Musical
..........................................s.......... Arthur Berg Julia Blackington, Mrs. Edward Ben
Burpee Mrs. Hattie Davies, Mrs. W.
Mrs. Ruth Whittemore
H. Anderon, Mrs. Olive Sylvester, Soprano—The Brownies ...................... Leonl ner, Miss Margaret Crockett, Miss
Faith Ulmer
Elizabeth Nash. Miss Alice Fuller,
Mrs. Thomas McKinney and Mrs. Plano duetMiss
—Overture from "Oberon"
Miss Ellen J. Cochran, Miss Eliza
John Flanagan.
..................................................................... Weber
Miss Margaret Stahl. Miss Mary Wasgatt beth Jameson. Miss Caroline Jame
—The Fairy Story by the Fire
son. Mrs. Cora Williams, Mrs. Clara
Mrs. Alton Brown, Court street, was Contralto
............................................................ Mertkanto Johnson, Miss Harriet Rankin. Mrs.
hostess to the T. Club last evening.
Fairy Tales ..................... Erich Wolff
Fairy Bells ...................................... Test E. C. Payson, Miss Edna Payson,
Mrs Gladys S. Morgan
Miss Hope Greenhalgh, Mrs. L. A.
Mrs. Mary F. Veazie celebrated
Thursday afternoon her birthday The accompanists were'Mrs. Berry, Walker, Mrs. H. O. Gurdy, Mrs.
anniversary by entertaining at a Mrs. Wentworth and Marshall Brad Oliver W. Holmes. Mrs. Edward
bridge tea her fellow-members ot ford. The next meeting will be Maxey, Mrs. A. I. Mather Miss Mary
the Speech Readers Club, for which Dec. 5, with Mrs. Dora Bird as chair Metcalf, Miss Jennie Packard. Mrs.
purpose Mrs. W. O. Fuller opened ber man. presenting a program on “Ed George Starrett, Miss Myrtle Her
attractive Beech street home. Those ward MacDowell." These members rick, Miss Blanche Crandall. Miss
present were Mrs. Freeman Brown, ate scheduled to appear: Vocalists Annie Conant. Miss Lucy Rhodes,
Mrs. Frank Hewett, Miss Olive Gil Mrs. Esther Howard, Mrs. Hazel At Miss Ellen Tolman, Mrs. Carrie
christ, Miss Hope Greenhalgh, Mrs. wood, Mrs. Damie Gardner and Miss Youngs, Mrs. Clara Crockett. Mrs.
N. L. Witham, Mrs. Frank Butler, Mabelle Brown; pianists, Mrs. Ruth Ambrose Mills, Mrs. Charles T.
Mrs. J. C. Hill, Mrs. Elizabeth Haines, Sanborn, Mrs. Dorothy Smalley and Smalley, Miss Flora Wise, Mrs. Min
Miss Helen Fuller, Mrs. Charles Mrs. Rita Roljinson; readings, Mrs. nie Hoffses, Mrs. W. F. Tibbetts,
Watts, Mrs. Forrest Karl, Miss Helen Ruth Ellingwood. Chorus rehearsals Mrs. Ira Feeney, Miss Maud Staples.
Carr. Miss Jennie Blackington. Mrs. on “The Slumber Songs of the Ma Mrs. Obadiah Gardner and Mrs.
A. J. Crockett, Mrs. Angus Henni- donna" are being held after each Philip Thomas.
gar. Mrs. Anne Haskell, Miss Annie meeting.
Willing Workers—Mrs. Harold E
Frye, Mrs. Charles McKinney, Mrs.
Jackson and Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb,
SMITH-WOOD
Flora Lovejoy, Mrs. Frank Maguire.
chairmen, Mrs. Frank Tirrell. Jr.,
Miss Elizabeth Porter. Mrs. Veazie
Mrs. L. E. McRae, Mrs. Hervey
and Mrs. Fuller. Four tables were Ralph Edward Smith of Rockland Allen. Mrs. Donald Leach. Mrs. Lloyd
in play, with honors falling to Miss and Miss Olive May Wood of Bel Daniels, Mrs. T. C. Stone Mrs. Karl
Greenhalgh and Mrs. Butler. The fast were united in marriage at the OBrien, Mrs. W. H. Rhodes, Mrs.
refreshments included two angel First Baptist parsonage Wednesday Linwood Rogers, Mrs. Everett Mun
cakes made by Mrs. Fuller who evening at 8 o'clock. Rev. J. Charles sey. Mrs. Walter H. Butler. Mrs.
throughout the afternoon assisted MacDonald officiating. The double Adelbert Miles, Mrs. E. W. Peaslee,
Mrs. Veazie in dispensing a charming ring service was used. The couple Mrs.- Horace* Lamb, Mrs. Joseph
hospitality.
were attended by Charles H. Smith, Brewster. Mrs. B. G. Hagerman, Mrs.
brother of the groom, and Miss Wilbur Senter, Jr., Mrs. Rupert
You will receive your Christmas Eunice Smith, a niece of the groom. Stratton, Mrs. George H. Welch and
Club check during the first week of After a short'wedding trip the new Miss Helen Fuller.
December, we are always pleased to lyweds will reside in Rockland, Candy—Mrs. Oeorge B. Wood,
cash them for you. Fuller-Cobb- where Mr. Smith is employed at chairman, Mrs. W. T. Cobb. Mrs.
Davls—adv
Perry’s laundry.
Grace Ayers Black, Mrs. Frederica
In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department
especially desires Information of social
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes
sent bv mall or telephone will be gladly
received.
TELEPHONE ................................ 770 or 794-W

Weeks, Mr£ William Hartshorn,
Mrs. J. Fred Knight, .Mrs. A. C. Mc
Loon, Mrs. J. A. Jameson, Mrs.
George Bachelder, Mrs. M. E. Wot
ton, Mrs. Ava Lawry, Mrs. Mary
Bates, Mrs. Henry A. ReUter, Mrs.
Clarence Beverage, Miss Pearl Bor
gerson, Miss G. Louise Ayers, Miss
Therese Rankin, Mrs. C. E. Daniels,
Miss Edna Payson, Miss Elizabeth
Jameson, Miss Caroline Jameson,
Mrs. George H. Welch, Mrs. E. L.
Toner, Mrs. H. P. Blodgett.
Grabs—Junior Y. P. C. U.—Miss
Ruth Davis, chairman.
Senior Y. P. C. U.—(Jewelry, card
table covers, etc.) Miss Evelyn
Sherer, chairman.
Cashiers—Harry Pratt and Miss
Edith MacAlman.
Dining room—Mrs. Beverage, Mrs.
George L. St. Clair and Mrs. Wil
bur Cross, chairmen; head waiter,
Oscar Crockett; assistants, Miss
Gladys Blethen, Miss Ellen J.
Cochran, Miss Mabel F. Lamb, Mrs.
Lillian McRae, Miss Myrtle Her
rick, Mrs. Anne Haskell, -Mrs. Orrin
Smith, Mrs. A. B. Higgs, Mrs. R. C.
Wentworth, Mrs. William Hartshorn;
waitresses, Mrs. Howard Dunbar,
Mrs. Mary Avery, Mrs. Florence
Kaler, Mrs. Chkrlotte Ripley. Mrs.
Blanche Calderwood, Mrs. Velma
Marsh, Mrs. Alton Palmer, Miss
Irene Lunden. Miss Henrietta Libby,
Miss Lois Libby, Miss Mary Thomas,
Miss Katherine Critch. .Miss Mary
Bird, Miss Virginia Walker, Miss
Avis Lovejoy, Mary Stockbridge,
Ruth Davis, Arlene Makenen, Elea
nor Tibbetts, Evelyn Sherer, Gert
rude Heal. Frances King. Mrs. Lloyd
Daniels, Mrs. T. C. Stone, Miss
Dorothy Lawry, Mrs. Charles T.
Smalley, Miss Hope Greenhalgh,
Misses Neva and Charlotte Dyer and
Miss Virginia Post.
Kitchen—Mrs. C. E. Rollins, chair
man, Mrs. Charles R. Richardson,
Miss Carrie Sheriffs. Mrs. F. L.
Green, Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook.
Mrs. Susie Davis, Mrs. Harry Brown.
Mrs. L. F. Chase. Mrs. Hattie Davies,
Mrs. Choris Jenkins, Mrs. Herbert
Hall, Mrs. Fred Collamore, Mrs. Ray
Stewart and Mrs. Adelaide Butman.
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COOKING EQUIPMtNT
Eagerly women have welcomed this offer. Gladly

IT HAS GROWN
Annual Banquet of Opportu
nity Class Proves Very In- J
teresting Affair

they have hastened to sell us their heat-leaking oldfashioned cooking equipment. Happily they have
opened their kitchens to a handsome, efficient new
Insulated Glenwood Gas Range. And 3 times a
day—as hungry husbands and children demand good
food—they are grateful for the new ease, speed, and
certainty which Glenwood perfected oven Insulation
and AutomatiCook heat control have brought to
their cooking.
,
But how about your kitchen? How much longer
will you endure deficiencies and disappointments,
ugliness and uncleanliness? Hurry to enjoy the
benefits that Glenwood gives. Make your Thanks
giving dinner, and 364 other dinners every year,
easier to prepare, free from failures, more delicious
to eat.

One of the banner events in the !
history of Opportunity Class of the
First Baptist Church took place
Thursday evening, the occasion being
the annual banquet, with an at
tendance of 130, composed of mem
bers, their families, and special
guests. The banquet was held in the
church parlors where effective deco
rations of evergreen and red brries
and red and white streamers were
used. Table decorations featured I
red candles, centerpieces of red ap
ples and grapes and dainty place
cards.
Mrs. Clara Emery gave an inter
esting reslime of'the class from the
time of its organization in 1921 by
Mme. Brown up to its present day
activities. Mme. Brown formed it to
furnish a Sunday school class for •
the mothers of children in other de
partments of the church school.
From a small group it has grown to
membership well on to 75 and has ’
become one of the most important ,
w
at our Gas District Stores
branches of Baptist activities. Past
presidents responding to the rollAugusta, Bath, Gardiner, Rockland, Waterville
call were Priscilla Saunders (the
first president’, Mrs. Alice Karl, Mrs.
Hattie Bickmore. Mrs. Clara Greg
ory, Mrs. Hattie Richards. Other
past presidents are Mrs. Faith Cal
lahan of Staten Island, N. Y„ Mrs.
Laura Smallwood, now living away
Mrs. Susie Pendleton of this city
and Mrs. Angus McInnis now of
Providence, R. I. Then were intro
duced the present officers, Mrs
Pete—"My wife doesn’t understand
a good joke about a skirt A pessimist is sometimes a fellow
Florence Keach, president; Mrs. but“I Iknow
who has taken a bad stock-market me, docs yours?”
can’t tell it.”
Gladys Mills, first vice president;
John—“I don't know, I’ve never
"Why?”
tip from an optimist.—Louisville
Mrs. Lena Young, second vice presi
heard her even mention your name.”
“It’s too long."
Times.
dent; Mrs. Evelyn Crockett, secre
—Lyre.
tary; Mrs. Ada Prescott, treasurer;
Mrs. Addie Small, missionary treas
urer. and Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson,
welfare chairman. Mrs. Nellie Ma
gune of Rockport who was teacher
TEMPLE IIAI.L
of the class after Mrs. Browne moved
(EPAIRING
away, and to whose personal effort
Tuesday Evenings
much of the success attained is due,
EFINISHING
was also called upon for remarks.
A Musical Instrument
"E-UPHOLSTERING
Beginning Nov. 18
Mrs. Louise Ingraham who is substi
Thc
Orthophonic of Radio
SLIP COVERS MADE TO ORDER
tuting for the time for Mrs. Magune
7.00 to 8.00 P. M. Taps
also spoke briefly.
8.00
to
9.00
P.
M.
Ballroom
Dancing
Let us call and give you a free estimate
An entertainment was presented,
featuring a piano solo by Master
Miss Gretchen Fletcher
Carleton Gregory; recitations by
ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 952 or S90-M
Eleanor Mattatall; vocal duet by
124-tf
Tel. Rockland 531-J
Glencove, Me.
140-lt
Mrs. Mildred Havener and Miss
137T-S141
Gladys Grant; piano duet by Mrs.
Magune and Mrs. Lillian Joyce;
vocal duct by Mary and Bernice
Havener: vocal solos by Mrs. Joyce,
and a most interesting talk by Miss
MONDAY-TUESDAY
MOND AY-TUESD A Y-V/EDNESDA Y
Helen York on her recent European
trip.
Slinging a Salty Line
Among the special guests were Rev.
Over the Seven Seas!
J. Charles MacDonald and family,
C. H. Morey and family, and other
officers of the church school with
their families.
The committee in charge was:
In a new and different kind of a
Supper. Mrs. Hattie Richards, Mrs.
Role!
Clara Gregory. Mrs. Gladys Mills
Mrs. Evelyn Crockett. Mrs. Maud
Wallace Beery
Grant, Mrs .Norah Stickney, Mrs
"Big House" Butch himself in
Emeline Rawley and Mrs. Vona
M-B-M’s Rollicking Drama
I
Mattatall; decorations. Mrs. Louise
Ingraham, Mrs. Bachelder. Mrs
Lena Rokes and Mrs. Lena Young;
entertainment. Mrs. Maud Grant.

lenwood
QAS RANGES~

CENTRAL MAINE
POWER COMPANY

FURNITURE

Dance Instruction

VictorRadio

Ri

Maine Music Store

CARL E. FREEMAN

John Gilbert

ESCAPE

I drift along the windy ways.
I whirl among the spaces.
I ride upon a sea gull's back.
And float In lonely places.
I sail upon a floating leaf.
Lone trails I follow after.
I join the elves and fairy sprites.
We dance and shout with laughter.
My soul one day released itself.
It bounded like a ball.
And now It plays around so hard.
It won't come back at all.
—Katharine Washburn Harding.
From Love Story Magazine.

CHURCH SALE
Grange Hall

South Thomaston
TUESDAY, NOV. 25
Afternoon and Evening

Supper 5 to 7
Fine Entertainment in Evening

“Way for a Sailor”
with

Leila Hyams,

Polly Moran

Shake out the lead! Ta:k down
and get a load of Laurence Stall
ing's Sally dialog that doesn’t
mince words!

ALSO
Knute Rockne’s "Touchdown "
Comedy, “HER FUTURE"
FABLES
NEWS

HAROLD

LLOYD
IN
School Childrens
Matinee
Tuesdav
at 4 P. M.

NOW PLAYING
A Paramount
Release

"UP THE RIVER”
A Real Show

The funniest picture
you ever saw
on the screen

FEET FIRST
with BARBARA KENT
NOW PLAYING
JACKIE COOGAN in
“TOM SAWYER"

PUBLIX THEATRE

Shows
at 2.00
6.30, 8.30
Saturday
Continuous

Every-Other-Day
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TO THOSE WHO

THE REALM OF MESIC

WANT WORK

Fill Out This Blank and Mail To
ROCKLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, 447 Main Street,
Rockland, Maine

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

My regular trade or occupation is:

High School Notes

was originally intended for a Hal
loween entertainment to be given to
! the music of a victrola record of the
'“Dance Macabre” played by a famous orchestra.

, . ..
Elizabeth Green is on duty in thc
office this week. ...
...
__ .
There w-ere 194 present at the
Junior High night session.
Tickets for "Not So Long Ago" are
selling well but the seniors will not
be satisfied with anything less than
a full house, two full houses in fact,
next Tuesday and Wednesday.

It was a repetition of the program
gjven at the evening session last week
but with what a dlfterencet Daylight of course, robbed the scene of;
SQme Qf jtg spooky character but the I
, eager interest of the pupils more than
t^nlav co^v TiL™ Wh
.
school audience
audience.. They
They warm to it '
with unrestrained delight.
As
semblies this year have been un
usually good and this was no excephart fhp nlns- tion. It is hard to choose any parts
Tne J^hers have had the pi
mention but the Cat and
now ?he ~s havei begun work on the Witch were certainly favorites.
Pi?" nt/uLr nf niittiniAt in order The Bat made an altogether too
« 7 fn
.X t X as if ^ick exit to suit the audience. The
7vel7ne had Struck' it but house- costumes of the Owl and Cock reprea,p?n.„f u Hke tha?
rented much patient and skillful toil
cleaning is like.that.
and wgre yery effecUve aRh0Ugh thp

The November copy of the New 'Gilbert and Benjamin Sharhp, vioOther kinds of work I can do are:
EnRland Conservatory of Music 11ns; Max Aronoff, viola; and Orbulletin has many interesting fea- lando Cole, 'cello. The organization
tures It gives the foreign attend- takes its name from the estate
I have
(number) to support besides myself.
ance'as of Oct. 18, or the registra- "Swastika." which is the home of
tion from other countries, not in- Mrs. Bok in Merion, Penn.
eluding that from dependencies
The last date I worked was:
under the American flag. Here are Knowing that w’e all have particu
lar
interest
in
the
music
schools
Just a few jotted down; Yarmouth,
N. S.; Constantinople, Turkey ; Tren where some of our own young peo
My last employer is: (Name and address)
ton, Ontario; Moscow, Russia; Har- ple are students, the announcement
rowby, England; Stamboul, Turkey, that Dr. Howard Hanson's new sym
No. 2, "The Romantic,” is to
Riga Latvia; Jd°ntery, Mexico: Po‘ phony,
tenza, Italy; Taiku, Korea; Angora, be heard in Boston Nov. 28, has our
Albert Davis. Bowdoin college stu- Question did arise as to whether the
Aurkey; Odessa. Russia; Penang, attention. Dr. Hanson is director
dent, assistant manager of the Bow- Cock was a thoroughbred R. I. R.
Straits Settlement; Canton, China; of the Eastman School of Music of
My name is:
doin interscholastic debating league The scene between Rita and
t
Athens Greece' Harrington Sound, Rochester, N. Y., w’here Miss Ruth
was here Thursday aiding our debat- Nurse was very well done especially
Bermuda; Cairo. Egypt; Havana. Lawrence of this city is studying
I
know
what
I
know."
ers who were excused from classes in
Pj^se
My address is:
ruba " Kouncas, Lithunia; Colon, piano and other branches of music.
order to spend the day at the public The dances of the Breeze and Will
Panama " Shansi. China; Oxford, His new symphony is to be given
o'
the
Wisp though very short were
library where they worked under his
Fneland’etc It is an imposing list by the Boston Symphony Orchestra,
Telephone number that will reach me.
guidance, preparing material for effective bits of interpretation and
and makes one think what an im- The first performance is being given
their debate on the topic, “Resolved the ghosts and skeletons were
nortant place in culture the United in Boston due to the fact that the
that American Industries should "lovely.” One unexpected incident
states occupies Many of the stu- work was written at the request of
adopt a five day week." The teams enlivened the ghost dance. A bit of
States occupies.
y
----- -KousseVitski, conductor of the
dents’ names are veritable “mouth
are: Affirmative, Alvary Gay and flowing shroud upset a tombstone
fuls”—Ippocrates Pappoutsakis; Mer Boston Symphony, as a special pro
Kenneth Orcutt; negative, Robert (undoubtedly unsettled by the frosts
of many winters) and the skeleton
cedes Ramirez; Wenjo Fei; Wai gram number for the orchestra's
Dunton and Lilias Reed.
whose memorial had been thus dis
* • • •
Tsuen Lee; Victoria Michelaou; 50th anniversary year, an honor to
TO THE PUBLIC
Mauro Gallipoli; Yervant Kebabjian; be appreciated. • • • •
Basketball practice has begun with arranged languidly reached out and
Rivka Fraiman and Anouch Couthis squad: Rodney Murphy, Walter replaced it to the delight of the audi
Fill Out This Blank and Mall To
The first European performance
Gay, William Ellingwood, Maurice ence. They were good gravestones
dayan.
, ,
. will be given in Rome Dec. 14, when
Duncan, Ted Lawrence, Malcolm , J»»t the same and(Dudley Perry may
The review of the recital given by
ROCKLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, 447 Main Street,
CASH OR EASY TERMS
Howard Goding, pianist, recently has Dr. Hanson will conduct the first
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